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If you want to write a Role Playing Game, but don’t know how to program, or just 
want to learn how to program in C#, then you’re at right the place.

These lessons will take you from a complete beginner, to being an author of a 
Role Playing Game, for free.

Now, this isn’t the world’s greatest game. In fact, it’s very short and kind of ugly.

However, as you create it, you’ll learn the most common C# programming prac-
tices and techniques. Then, if you want, you can improve the game, adding more 
features and your own special touch to it.

Mandatory Giant Spider!



About this tutorial

What is in these lessons?
These lessons will teach you the basics of C#, by building a very simple role-playing game 
(RPG). 

What will be in the game?
The game will let you create a player, set up locations for them to travel to, discover quests 
to complete, and fight monsters.

When I say that it’s, “very simple”, that’s what I mean?
There are no graphics, there are only nine locations, three different types of monsters, two 
different weapons, and two quests. The  battles are very simple, and there is no armor, mag-
ic, or crafting. However, at the end, you will know the basics of C# programming. That’s the 
goal of these lessons – not to build the next Skyrim or World of Warcraft.

What will the game look like?
Like this:
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What will I learn?
The focus of these lessons is to show you the most common things you’ll need to do to 
create a C# program – such as creating classes, handling user inputs, and doing common 
calculations. Think of the Pareto Principle. You’ll learn the 20% of the things that you’ll need 
to do 80% of the time, when writing a program in C#.

Will I learn the ‘best’ way to write a C# program?
There’s always a better way. In fact, there will be some things that I know could be done 
better, but are more complex than I want to introduce to you right now. This will get you 
started, with the ability to create a program that works. But if you want to do more advanced 
things in your programs, you’ll need to learn, and practice, more.

Can I add more to the game?
Yes! If you want to add more locations, creatures, quests, weapons, potions, etc., you’ll be 
able to easily do that. If you want to expand the game with more features (armor, crafting, 
buying/selling, poisons, spells, repeatable quests, etc.), let me know. I may be able to find 
some time to expand the game.
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Before you write your first program in C#, you need to know a few general things about C# 
and programming.

C# is case-sensitive. When you name anything in C# (class, variable, function, etc.), the cas-
ing you use is important. “Player” is different from “player” and “PLAYER”. It usually doesn’t 
matter what you use, as long as you are consistent. However, there are some standards that 
many C# programmers use. If you get used to them now, that will make it easier for you to 
read other programs, or have other programmers read your programs. The standards I’ll 
use while building this game are fairly common. Visual Studio is the “editor” we will use. An 
editor is basically a word processor for your program. With a word processor, you can type a 
document, makes changes to it, and have it check if the spelling and grammar is correct. An 
editor lets you do similar things with your programs.

C# is a “high-level” language. This means is that C# looks similar to natural English – well, 
at a certain level. Computers really only understand machine language, a very low-level 
language, which doesn’t look anything like English. So it’s much easier to program in a high-
level language, and letting the computer compile that into a low-level language.

What are functions, procedures, and methods? These are all names we use to describe a 
small piece of a program that does a specific thing. For example, in this game we’re going 
to fight monsters. When the player clicks on the “Attack” button, we need to determine a 
random amount of damage to apply to the monster. So, we’ll create a function to deter-
mine this random number. By having this piece of the program in a function, we can use it 
in several different places in the program. Once the player defeats a monster, we want to 
randomly determine what “loot” the player gets from the monster. So, we can use this same 
random number function for that.

What is compiling/building? Before a computer can run a C# program, the program needs 
to be converted into something a computer can read. This is called compiling. In Visual Stu-
dio, you compile your program by either selecting the “Build” menu option or the “Start” 
menu option (which compiles the program and then runs it). We are going to use Visual 
Studio Express 2013 for Windows Desktop. It’s free for you to download and use. You can 
get it here:

http://www.visualstudio.com

Make sure you have enough space on your hard drive as the installation can be quite de-
manding (upwards of 10 gigabytes). If you happen have a newer version of Visual Studio 
installed, you’re ready to go.

General information about programming in C#
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Parts of Visual Studio
Before you start using Visual Studio, you should get familiar with the different parts of it. 
Here is what Visual Studio will look like after you start building your game.

Menu
Just like many programs, the menu options are at the top. The ones you’ll use most often 
are:

1. File – To open your solution, and start working on it.

2. Save – Save the current file you’re working on.

3. Save All – Save all changes in the current solution you’re working on.

4. Build – This “compiles” your solution – converts it from C# code to code that the com-
puter can understand. This will also tell you if there are any problems in your solution.

5. Start – This builds (compiles) your program and runs it – so you can actually use it.

Solution Explorer
This section shows all the projects in your solution 
and all the files in the projects. This is where you will 
add files to your projects, rename or move existing 
files, and (sometimes) delete files from your project.

1. The SuperAdventure Solution – The top level 
grouping of your program/application.

2. Engine project – Where we will put the “logic” of 
the program.

3. SuperAdventure project – Where we will put 
the screen/display part of the program.
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Workspace
This is the space where you actually work on a part of your program. You select what you 
want to work on, from the Solution Explorer, and work on it here. You can have several files 
open on your workspace at one time (see the tabs at the top of the workspace), but you’ll 
only have one “on top”, that you’re actually working on at the moment.

Output
When you build, or run, your program, this is where you’ll receive status messages. If every-
thing is OK, you see that everything succeeded. If there were any problems, you’ll see where 
they are, so you can go fix them.
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Properties
When you’re working with the parts of the game 
that appear on the screen – from the main form to 
the individual buttons and boxes on it – the Prop-
erties section will show you things you change 
about your currently selected object.

For instance, you can set the height and width of 
a form. You can set the words you want displayed 
on a button. You can set whether or not some-
thing is visible.

We’ll set some properties for the objects we cre-
ate from this section of Visual Studio. Some others 
will be set from other places inside the program.

Toolbox
Just like the “Properties” section, the Toolbox area is filled 
when you’re currently working on the parts of your pro-
gram that are displayed on the screen.

This section shows you all the things you can add to the 
forms in your program – buttons, labels (text), checkbox-
es, radio buttons, etc. You can select what you want to add 
to the form and drag it to the place where you want it lo-
cated on your form. You might here this called “drag-and-
drop” programming.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î The most important thing to know about object-oriented programming

 Î How to discover the classes/objects your program will need

 Î The difference between classes and objects

What is object-oriented programming? There are whole books devoted to answering this 
question. However, the main aspect of object-oriented programming (OOP) is that the pro-
gram tries to imitate the real world by thinking of things as the objects they represent in the 
real world. So, if you’re writing a program for a bank, your classes/objects will be things such 
as customers, accounts, deposits, withdrawals, checks, loans, etc.

There are other important aspects of OOP, and we’ll talk about some of them as we write the 
game. However, if you keep this one thing in mind, you’ll be halfway there.

What are the classes/objects in our game? An easy way to figure out what your objects 
are going to be is to write down what you want your program to do, and underline all the 
nouns. For our game, we want to do these things:

 z The player goes to locations.

 z The player may need to have certain items to enter a location.

 z The location might have a quest available.

 z To complete a quest, the player must collect certain items and turn them in.

 z The player can collect items by going to a location and fighting monsters there.

 z The player fights monsters with weapons.

 z The player can use a healing potion while fighting.

 z The player receives loot items after defeating a monster.

 z After turning in the quest, the player receives reward items.

So, the nouns (classes/objects) in this game will be Player, Location, Item, Quest, Monster, 
Weapon and Healing Potion. We’ll need a few others, but we can start with these.

1 Defining classes and objects for the game
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What’s the difference between a class and an object? A class is basically a blank form, or 
blueprint, for an object. It defines the object, but it isn’t the object. Think back to the days of 
playing Dungeons & Dragons when you had character sheets on paper. The blank character 
sheet has spaces for your character’s name, class, level, experience points, attributes, armor, 
weapons, inventory, skills, spells, etc. But, until you filled in those spaces, it was just an out-
line — a class.

Once you filled in your character’s information, you had a character — an object. Thinking 
of physical things, a blueprint for a house is a class (it says what the house will be like). Once 
you have builders follow the blueprint, with wood, steel, concrete, etc., you’ll have a house 
(the object).

Summary
There’s an old programmer’s saying:

“You aren’t writing a program for the computer to read,
you’re writing a program for a programmer to read.” 

It means that your program should be easy to understand, so a future pro-
grammer (who may be you) can easier fix or change things in your program. 
One of the most difficult parts of programming is for the programmer to 
keep track of everything in their mind. With objects that mirror real-world 
ones, it’s easier to remember what’s happening – you can almost picture it.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to create a program (solution) in Visual Studio

 Î How, and why, to have separate projects in your solution

How to build your first solution in Visual Studio
People generally use “program”, “application”, and “project” interchangeably. However, Visual 
Studio calls a program a “solution”. A “solution” is broken into smaller pieces that Visual Stu-
dio calls “projects”. The solution must have at least one project.

In these lessons, I’ll use “program” to talk about the game, “solution” for all the files used to 
make the game, and “project” for the different groups of files within the solution.

Deciding how many projects the solution needs
When I create a solution, there are always at least two projects. One is for the user interface 
(UI), the part of the program that reads and writes to the screen. The second project is for the 
“logic” of the program. I do this is for a couple of reasons. First, it makes the program easier 
to test. We won’t do it in these tutorials, but it’s possible to write automated tests to make 
sure the program does what it’s supposed to do. If you have “logic” in the user interface, this 
is difficult to automate.

Second, sometimes you’ll want to use one of your projects in another program. One exam-
ple might be the code to read from, and write to, a database. That could be useful for any 
program you write that needs to access a database. If the database code is in the UI project, 
you won’t be able to use it in another project, unless it needs to use the same screens from 
the UI project. So you put all that database access code into a separate project, and you can 
copy it to your next project that uses a database.

When we write the game, you’ll see how I decide what to put in the Engine project.

2 Building the solution for the game

NOTE:
For a large busi-
ness program, 
you might have 
dozens of projects 
in a solution – 
which sometimes 
leads to problems 
with keeping 
track of every-
thing.
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S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio.

S T E P  2   Create a new solution with a “Windows Form” project (File -> New Project -> Win-
dows Form Application).

A Windows Form application is a user interface project, one that will display the program on 
the screen, wait for the user’s input, and update the information on the screen. We’ll name 
the program “SuperAdventure”, and save it in the C:\Projects directory.

S T E P  3   Now we’ll create the “logic” project. Right-click on the name of the solution in the 
Solution Explorer and add a new “Class Library” project named “Engine” (Add… -> New Pro-
ject… -> Class Library). The project didn’t need to be named “Engine”. That’s just what I like 
to name it. However, use “Engine” when you create yours, so it will match what’s in the other 
lessons and videos.

S T E P  4   When you create a Class Library project, Visual Studio automatically adds a “Class1” 
class. You don’t need it, so right-click on it and select delete, to get rid of it.

S T E P  5   When you create a Windows Form project, Visual Studio creates a “Form1” screen by 
default. You don’t need to rename it, but I always do. Right-click on Form1.cs in the SuperAd-
venture project, select “Rename”, and rename it to SuperAdventure (be sure to leave the “.cs” 
on at the end). The form name does not need to match the project name. That’s just what I 
chose to name it for this program.

S T E P  6   For the UI project to use the code in the Engine project, we need to connect them. 
This is called “setting a reference”. In the SuperAdventure project, right-click on “References” 
-> “Add References…” -> Solution (which will show you the other projects in the solution) 
-> Engine -> OK. Now you can see that “Engine” is listed as a reference in SuperAdventure.

This means that the SuperAdventure project will be able to use the code in the Engine pro-
ject.

S T E P  7   Now you can run the program. Click on the “Start” button to see what the game 
looks like. It’s not much yet, but you have to start somewhere.

Summary
Now, everything is ready to start writing the program. The solution has two 
projects – one for the UI, the other for the code (Engine) to do all the calcula-
tions and logic for the game.

NOTE:
If you are using 
Visual Studio 
Community Edi-
tion 2015, you 
want the project 
type that just says 
“Class Library”, 
not “Class Library 
(Portable)” or 
“Class Library 
(Package)”.

NOTE:
When you create 
the solution, 
Visual Studio says 
“New Project…”, 
when it really 
should say “New 
Solution…”, to use 
the correct term.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î     How to add things (buttons, labels, etc.) to the user interface.

 Î     How the user interface connects with the logic in the program.

Now we have a running program, but it doesn’t do anything yet. Let’s change that.

The first thing we need to do is make the form big enough to hold everything we’re going 
to show on it.

Preparing the form
S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio.

S T E P  2   Open the SuperAdventure solution.

S T E P  3   In the Solution Explorer (upper-right corner of Visual Studio), double-click on the 
SuperAdventure.cs file, to open it.

S T E P  4   Select the whole form by clicking on it in the main editing window of Visual Studio 
(the center part of the screen). You’ll know it’s selected when you see the dashed line, with 
little boxes, along its edge. You’ll also see “SuperAdventure” listed in the Properties part of 
Visual Studio, in the lower-right corner.

Properties are the small pieces of information about the form – its name, size, color, etc. 
We’re only going to work with a few of those properties in these lessons.

S T E P  5   Scroll through the Properties list to find the “Text” property. Change its value from 
“Form1” to “My Game”. Notice that the top line of the form has changed to “My Game now.

S T E P  6   Scroll through the properties list to find “Size”, and expand it by clicking on the “+” 
sign to its left (if it isn’t already expanded). Change the “Width” to 735, and the “Height” to 
690. Notice that the size of the form has changed.

Adding text (words) to the form
Now that the form is big enough to place everything we need on it, let’s add the first few 
pieces of information.

If you remember from the earlier lesson, the finished game has the player’s hit points, gold, 
experience, and level displayed in the upper-left corner of the form. That information is dis-
played with things called “controls”.

Controls are the things you see on a program’s, or a website’s, screen – text, boxes to enter 
values, buttons. In Visual Studio, when you’re working with a form, you’ll see a list of controls 
on the left side. We’re going to use some of the common controls.

3 Building the first screen
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The first controls we’re going to add are “labels”. These are used when you want to display a 
small piece of text.

To add a label to a form, click on “Label”, in the controls list (left-hand side of the screen), and 
drag it over onto the form. You can put it anywhere, since we are going to manually change 
its location in its properties.

You’ll need to add eight labels to the screen, and change their properties. You can see how 
to do this in the video.

Here’s a list of the values you need to change. It’s easiest if you change each one, right after 
you add it to the form.

UI control positions

Type Name Text Location X Location Y
Label don't change Hit Points: 18 20
Label don't change Gold: 18 46
Label don't change Experience: 18 74
Label don't change Level: 18 100
Label lblHitPoints 110 19
Label lblGold 110 45
Label lblExperience 110 73
Label lblLevel 110 99

The labels that we will change need a good name. You’ll see why in a minute.

You probably also noticed that I added “lbl” to the front of each of the labels that I gave a 
name to. This is so it’s easier for me to find all my labels, when writing code in the logic part 
of the program (again, you’ll see why in a minute).

Add a button, to do something
Let’s see how the program can change the labels we have. In a future lesson, we’ll fill in the 
labels with names that start with “lbl” with the values for the player’s hit points, experience, 
etc. For now, we’ll just do a little test.

S T E P  1   From the controls list on the left-hand side, drag a “button” onto an empty space 
on the form.

S T E P  2   Change its “Name” property to “btnTest” (I use the “btn” prefix for all my buttons). 
Change its text property to “Test”.

NOTE:
For the labels that 
will hold values 
that never change 
(for example, 
“Hit Points:”), 
leave them with 
whatever name 
they had when 
they were created. 
They don’t re-
ally need a better 
name, since we 
are never going 
to connect to 
them from the 
“logic” part of the 
program.
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S T E P  3   Double-click on the btnTest button.

This will take you to the “logic” code for this form. You’ll see that the cursor is in the middle 
of something named “btnTest_Click”. We’ll take about this more later, but for now, you just 
need to know that this is the logic that will run when the player clicks on the btnTest button.

S T E P  4   In the middle of the btnTest_click section, type this line:

lblGold.Text = "123";

If you noticed, when you typed “lbl”, Visual Studio showed you all the labels we created ear-
lier the start with “lbl”. That’s why I name them that way – it’s easy to find them when writing 
the logic code.

Remember how you cleared out the “Text” property, after creating the label? Now the logic 
code is going to fill it in. In this case, it’s filling it in with “123”. The semi-colon, at the end of 
the line you just wrote? That’s there to let the computer know you’re done with the line – 
kind of like a period/full stop at the end of a sentence.

S T E P  5   Start the program.

Notice that the only things you see on the form are the labels that had a value in the “Text” 
property.

Now, click the “Test” button. See that the “lblGold”, which was just empty, now shows “123”, 
the value the logic code said to display when the player clicks the “Test” button.

That’s a quick introduction to how the code we’re going to write is going to connect with 
the form on the screen. The player will do something to one of the controls on the form 
(such as clicking a button). Then, the logic code will figure out what happens to the player’s 
character in the game world, and updates the screen.

Summary
The game has a button! And the button does something!

OK, so it’s not all that exciting, but you need some way for the player to inter-
act with the “brains” of the program, and this is the first step.

After we write the logic in the Engine project, we’ll come back to the UI and 
add the remaining controls, so you can start playing the game.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to determine the properties for a class

 Î How to select the correct “datatype” for each property

 Î How to create a class

 Î Two different ways to store property values

What are properties? The properties of a class, or object, are the pieces of information 
about it that can be different in each object, or could change while the program is running.
In an RPG, that would be things such as the amount of gold, experience points, items in in-
ventory, etc. We need a place to hold those values for the object, and the ability to change 
those values.

What are datatypes? The datatype is just a geeky way to answer the question, “What kind 
of information are we going to store in this property, or variable?” 

To start out, we’re only going to look at two datatypes: integers and string. An integer, if 
you remember back to math class, is a whole number – one that doesn’t have any decimal 
value. This is what we need for the player’s experience points, gold, and level. A string is let-
ters, miscellaneous characters (such as, @#$%^&*), or numbers treated as letters.

We don’t need any strings for our Player class, but we will have them in other classes. If you 
want to save a number to a string property or variable, it needs to be in quotes (“1”, instead 
of 1), or you need to convert it from a number to a string (we’ll see that a little later).

Once you declare the datatype for a property or variable, you can only store that type of 
data in it. So, you can’t say that ExperiencePoints has an integer datatype, then try to save a 
string in it.

The properties of the Player class
Our Player class is going to be very simple. The only things we care about it (for now) are:

 z The player’s current hit points (in case they’ve lost any during battle)

 z The player’s maximum hit points (when they are fully healed)

 z The amount of gold the player has

 z The amount of experience points the player has

 z The player’s current level

The datatype for all these properties will be “integer”, since we only need to store whole 
numbers in them. In a future lesson, we’ll add their items in an inventory and the quests 
they have.

4 Creating the Player class and its properties

NOTE:
Adding together 
strings that con-
tain numbers in 
them acts differ-
ently from adding 
together numeric 
datatypes.
For example, if 
you try to add 
together the 
integers 1 and 
2, you’ll get an 
answer of 3. But 
when you add 
the strings “1” 
and “2”, you get 
“12”. This is called 
“concatenating 
strings”.
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S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   In the solution explorer, right-click on the “Engine” project. Select “Add”, then “Class”. 
Change the name of the class from “Class1.cs” to “Player.cs” (be sure to keep the original “.cs” 
at the end, but don’t add a second “.cs”). Press the “Add” button. Now you are editing the 
code for the Player class.

S T E P  3   Change the line where it says class Class1 so it says public class Player. 
We’ll discuss why in a minute. 

S T E P  4   Move the cursor right after the first curly brace (the “{” character) following Player 
and press the enter key to make some space for the properties.

S T E P  5   Type in these lines:
public int CurrentHitPoints { get; set; }
public int MaximumHitPoints { get; set; }
public int Gold { get; set; }
public int ExperiencePoints { get; set; }
public int Level { get; set; }

Notice that we don’t have a space between the words “current”, “hit”, and “points” (along 
with the MaximumHitPoints and ExperiencePoints). You can’t have a space in the middle of 
a property, or variable name. So, we use upper-case letters to show where each word starts. 
This isn’t a requirement of C#, but it is how many programmers write property names. It’s 
known as the “Pascal case” style. There’s also the “Camel case” style, but I’ll leave that to you 
to discover.

What’s on lines 1 through 5? That is a bunch of stuff we don’t need for this class. But, when 
you create a new class in Visual Studio, it adds that in automatically, in case you will need it. 
For now, don’t worry about it.

Summary
Now you’ve created the Player class. Once your program creates (instanti-
ates) a Player object, it will be able to read and change the values of the 
object’s properties.

NOTE:
To speed up the 
process of making 
properties, you 
can type prop at 
the start of the 
line and press the 
TAB key twice. 
This will cre-
ate the default 
property code. 
Change the name 
and datatype 
(if necessary) of 
each property.

NOTE:
In C#, matching 
upper and lower 
case is important. 
A variable, or 
property, named 
“test” is different 
from one named 
“Test”.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How your program can create objects (instantiation)

 Î How to assign values to an object’s properties

 Î How to use (reference) classes in different projects

 Î How to display the values from an object’s properties on the UI

Instantiating your first object
Now that we have the Player class created, we can create an instance of the class – a Player 
object. This is how we go from just having the outline (the class) to having a Player (object) 
that the game can use.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

Before we do anything else, let’s remove the test button we added in the previous lesson. In 
the SuperAdventure UI project, double-click on SuperAdventure.cs to see the form. Click on 
the “Test” button once, to select it. You’ll see that it has dashes around it. Press the “Delete” 
key to remove it. 

In the Solution Explorer, right-click on SuperAdventure.cs and select “View Code”, to see the 
code for this form. Delete lines 19 through 23 (the code for the “button press”). Now we are 
ready to create our Player variable.

S T E P  2   We’re going to use this one Player object in several places in the SuperAdventure 
screen. So, we need a place to store it. That’s exactly what a variable does – stores a value so 
we can retrieve it later. In this case, we need to create a “class-level” variable. That means it 
can be seen by everything in the class.

You create a class level variable by having it inside your class (in this case, the SuperAdven-
ture form – which is a class), but outside of any functions or methods.

In SuperAdventure.cs, find the line

public partial class SuperAdventure : Form

and place your cursor behind the first open curly brace ( { ) that follows. Press the enter key 
to create a new line. Here, type in

private Player _player;

5 Creating objects from classes
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So now, the code for your class will look like this:

public partial class SuperAdventure : Form
{
 private Player _player;
 
 public SuperAdventure()
 {
  InitializeComponent();
 }
}

Just like with the properties we created for the Player class, the variable has three parts:

 z First is the scope. The scope here is “private”, since we don’t need anything outside of 
this screen to use the variable.

 z The datatype is “Player”, because we want to store a Player object in it.

 z And the name is “_player”. You could name it anything, and it doesn’t need to start 
with an underscore. That’s just how I like to name my private variables.

Notice that Player has a red squiggly line under it. That means there is a problem. In this 
case, it’s because the SuperAdventure form doesn’t know where the Player class is located. 

S T E P  3   Go to line 10 (where all the lines above start with using), press the enter key, then 
type in this line:

using Engine;

The beginning of the class will look like this:

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading.Tasks;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Engine;

The red line disappears, because the SuperAdventure form knows to find the Player class in 
the Engine project. You need to do this for each class, when it uses classes from a different 
projects.

Now we have a place to store the Player object, although we haven’t created one yet.
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S T E P  4   Just under our newly created Player variable you’ll notice some code that looks like 
this:

public SuperAdventure()
{
 InitializeComponent();
}

This is called the constructor for the class (the form, like everything in .Net, is a class). The 
code in the constructor gets called when we create a new object of the class – in this case, 
the form. This is where we’ll instantiate a Player object and store it in the _player variable.

Place your cursor at the end of InitializeComponent(); and press the enter key twice. You 
don’t really need to do it twice, but it’s nice to have some blank space in your code.

Here, type in

_player = new Player();

This creates a new Player object (that’s what is happening on the right side of the equal 
sign). Then it assigns that object to the _player variable we created in step 2.

Now that we have a Player object, we can start working with it – setting its properties and 
reading them.

S T E P  5   Add an empty line after _player = new Player(); then add these lines after it:

_player.CurrentHitPoints = 10;
_player.MaximumHitPoints = 10;
_player.Gold = 20;
_player.ExperiencePoints = 0;
_player.Level = 1;

Your constructor will look like this:

public SuperAdventure()
{
 InitializeComponent();

 _player = new Player();

 _player.CurrentHitPoints = 10;
 _player.MaximumHitPoints = 10;
 _player.Gold = 20;
 _player.ExperiencePoints = 0;
 _player.Level = 1;
}

On these lines, we’re assigning values to the properties of the _player object.

NOTE:
When you see a 
single equal sign
in C#, it’s for
assignment – it’s 
assigning the 
result of whatever 
happens on the 
right side of the 
equal sign to the 
property or vari-
able on the left 
side. We’ll get to 
what you use to 
compare if two 
values are equal 
to each other 
later on.
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S T E P  6   Add a blank line behind _player.Level = 1; then add these lines after it:

lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
lblGold.Text = _player.Gold.ToString();
lblExperience.Text = _player.ExperiencePoints.ToString();
lblLevel.Text = _player.Level.ToString();

Now, you should have this:
public SuperAdventure()
{
 InitializeComponent();
 
 _player = new Player();
 
 _player.CurrentHitPoints = 10;
 _player.MaximumHitPoints = 10;
 _player.Gold = 20;
 _player.ExperiencePoints = 0;
 _player.Level = 1;
 
 lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
 lblGold.Text = _player.Gold.ToString();
 lblExperience.Text = _player.ExperiencePoints.ToString();
 lblLevel.Text = _player.Level.ToString();
}

Here, we’re getting the values of the properties from the _player object, and assigning them 
to the text of the labels on the screen.

Remember how I mentioned earlier that you cannot assign an integer value to a string, or 
vice versa? Since the Text property is a string, and the CurrentHitPoints, Gold, Experience-
Points, and Level properties are all integers, we need to add the ToString() at the end of 
them. This is a common way to convert numbers to strings.

S T E P  7   Save the code and Start the program. Now you should see the values we assigned 
to the _player object properties showing up on the screen. If you want to, you can stop the 
program, change the values for the _player properties, re-start the program, and see how 
they change.

Summary
Now you can create a variable, instantiate an object from a class in a different 
project, assign the object to the variable, change the values on the object’s 
properties, and display the changes on the UI. That’s a huge part of the foun-
dation of writing programs in any object-oriented language.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î Nothing new. However, you do need to create the rest of the classes, so you can 
eventually play the game.

Time to add more classes
Now we can create the rest of the classes you’ll use in the game. By the way, some program-
mers would call these classes the “business classes”, or “business objects”. Even though this 
is a game, and not a business application, that’s a term you might hear.

The code for each class is on the next few pages.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the “Engine” project, in Solution Explorer, then select “Add”, and then 
“Class”. The classes we need to create are HealingPotion, Item, Location, Monster, Quest 
and Weapon. Enter the name of the class you want to create, and add the properties in the 
class – just like you did with the Player class. 

It may not be obvious what all the properties will be used for, but we’ll get to that in a later 
lesson. 

When you’re done
Make sure that your Engine project has all of these classes, and that you didn’t miss any.

 z HealingPotion

 z Item

 z Location

 z Monster

 z Player (already created in a previous lesson)

 z Quest

 z Weapon

Summary
There wasn’t really anything new in this lesson. We just need to add these 
classes to make the game actually do something.

6 Creating the remaining classes
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continued on next page

HealingPotion.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class HealingPotion

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public string NamePlural { get; set; }
14         public int AmountToHeal { get; set; }
15     }
16 }

Item.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class Item

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public string NamePlural { get; set; }
14     }
15 }

Location.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class Location

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public string Description { get; set; }
14     }
15 }



continued on next page

Monster.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class Monster

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public int MaximumHitPoints { get; set; }
14         public int CurrentHitPoints { get; set; }
15         public int MaximumDamage { get; set; }
16         public int RewardExperiencePoints { get; set; }
17         public int RewardGold { get; set; }
18     }
19 }

Quest.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class Quest

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public string Description { get; set; }
14         public int RewardExperiencePoints { get; set; }
15         public int RewardGold { get; set; }
16     }
17 }



Weapon.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class Weapon

10     {
11         public int ID { get; set; }
12         public string Name { get; set; }
13         public string NamePlural { get; set; }
14         public int MinimumDamage { get; set; }
15         public int MaximumDamage { get; set; }
16     }
17 }



Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î Why you might use inheritance

 Î Wow to use inheritance and base classes

There is a lot of repetition in the class properties
Right now, we have seven classes in the Engine project: HealingPotion, Item, Location, Mon-
ster, Player, Quest, and Weapon. You may have noticed that some of the classes have very 
similar properties. Some of the classes also represent the same type of thing. 

For instance: 

 z HealingPotion, Item, and Weapon all have the properties ID, Name, and NamePlural. 
They all also represent items that a player may collect during a game.

 z Player and Monster share ID, CurrentHitPoints, and MximumHitPoints. They are both 
“living creatures” in the game.

When you have classes that represent the same type of thing, and have similar properties 
(or functions, as we’ll see later) that mean the same thing, you may want to use inheritance 
– another aspect of object-oriented programming.

We’re going to make the Item class the base class for HealingPotion and Weapon, since all 
of those classes have the properties that are in the Item class. Then, we’re going to create a 
new LivingCreature base class, to hold the shared CurrentHitPoints and MaximumHitPoints 
properties of the Monster and Player classes.

Here is how we do that.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Double-click on the HealingPotion class, in the Engine project. Find the line where 
it says public class HealingPotion and add “ : Item” to the end of the line. 

You should end up with this:

public class HealingPotion : Item

Adding the colon and Item class name after the HealingPotion class name is how we show 
that HealingPotion has a base class of Item. So, all the public properties and methods from 
the Item class now automatically show up in the HealingPotion class, even after we delete 
the lines for the ID, Name, and NamePlural properties.

7 Inheritance and base classes
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public class HealingPotion : Item
    {
        public int AmountToHeal { get; set; }
    }

HealingPotion is now a child class, or derived class, from the Item class. Those are the com-
mon terms you’ll hear other programmers use, for classes that inherit from another class.

S T E P  3   Do the same thing that you just did to the HealingPotion class to the Weapon class 
– add the Item base class and delete the lines with the three properties that are already in 
the Item class.

public class Weapon : Item
    {
        public int MinimumDamage { get; set; }
        public int MaximumDamage { get; set; }
    }

S T E P  4   We don’t already have a class with the properties we have in common with the 
Monster and Player classes, so create a new class, named LivingCreature, with the integer 
properties for CurrentHitPoints and MaximumHitPoints. Be sure to make this class public. A 
base class needs to be at least as visible (with regards to its scope) as its child classes.

public class LivingCreature
    {
        public int CurrentHitPoints { get; set; }
        public int MaximumHitPoints { get; set; }
    }

S T E P  5   Change the Monster and Player classes so they have LivingCreature as a base class 
(add the colon and LivingCreature to the lines that start with “public class”), and remove the 
CurrentHitPoints and MaximumHitPoints properties from those two classes – since they’ll 
now use the properties from the base class.

public class Monster : LivingCreature
    {
        public int ID { get; set; }
        public string Name { get; set; }
        public int MaximumDamage { get; set; }
        public int RewardExperiencePoints { get; set; }
        public int RewardGold { get; set; }
    }
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public class Player : LivingCreature
    {
        public int Gold { get; set; }
        public int ExperiencePoints { get; set; }
        public int Level { get; set; }
    }

S T E P  6   In the UI project, view the code of the SuperAdventure form (right-click on Super-
Adventure.cs). Notice that there is no red line under the Player CurrentHitPoints and Maxi-
mumHitPoints properties – even though you just deleted those properties from the Player 
class. That’s because the class inherited those properties from its base class – LivingCreature.

S T E P  7   Start the program, so you can see that the CurrentHitPoints value is still correctly 
displayed on the screen.

Summary
Now you know how, and why, you would create base classes for the classes 
in your program. This is especially helpful when you write larger applica-
tions, and you want to make sure that classes that are similar all act in a simi-
lar manner.

Base classes also let you share functions (Lesson 09), so you don’t have to 
duplicate the same code in several places – and worry about accidentally 
mistyping something in one of them.

There are some more advanced conditions to what is visible from the base 
class, in the “child” classes. But we won’t get into those in this guide.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î What a class constructor is

 Î How to use a class constructor to set the properties of an object, during the ob-
ject’s instantiation

 Î How a child (derived) class can call the constructor of its base class

Let’s clean up the code a little
Right now, in the SuperAdventure class, the code instantiates a Player object, then has five 
lines to set the properties of the player object. That works fine, but we can make that a little 
cleaner by doing all that in one line of code. We do this by creating a new class constructor.

Every class starts with a default constructor. It’s what is run when you call new Player(). It 
builds and returns a new Player object. However, we can make our own constructors that do 
more than this default action. So, we are going to make constructors that accept the values 
we want to store in the properties.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   To see how this works, we’re going to create a location object in our UI code (for 
a while). In the SuperAdventure project, right-click on SuperAdventure.cs and select “View 
Code”.

S T E P  3   Place your cursor at the end of InitializeComponent(); and press the enter key twice 
to give us some space. Then, type in

Location location = new Location();
location.ID = 1;
location.Name = "Home";
location.Description = "This is your house.";

Here, we create a new Location object, and save it to the variable “location” (notice that the 
variable name is all lower-case, to make it different from the class). Then we assign values to 
the properties of that object.

8 Setting properties with a class constructor
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Your SuperAdventure constructor should look like this (the three dots represent the code 
we’ve entered in lesson 5, steps 5 and 6):

public SuperAdventure()
{
 InitializeComponent();

 Location location = new Location();
 location.ID = 1;
 location.Name = "Home";
 location.Description = "This is your house.";
 ...
}

S T E P  4   Double-click on the Location class, in the Engine project, to start working with it. 
Go to the end of line public string Description { get; set; }, hit enter twice, and add this code:

public Location(int id, string name, string description)
{
    ID = id;
    Name = name;
    Description = description;
}

This is our new constructor code for the Location class.

It starts out with public, since we want to be able to create a new Location object from any-
where in the solution. Then it has the name of the class. After that, we see three “parameters” 
between the parentheses.

When you run a function, or method (like a constructor), it can accept values. These are 
called parameters. In C#, you need to declare the datatype of the parameter and its name. 
In this constructor, there are three parameters: id (an integer), name (a string), and descrip-
tion (another string).

Notice that the names of the parameters match the names of the properties, except they are 
all lower-case. By having a different case from the property, it’s more obvious when you’re 
working with the property and when you’re working with the parameter value. They don’t 
need to match the property name, but I do that to make it obvious what the parameters are 
going to be used for.

So, now when you call the Location constructor, you’ll need to pass in these three values.

Between the curly braces, we assign the values of the parameters to the properties in the 
class. Notice that the parameters (lower-case) are all on the right of the equal sign, and the 
properties (mixed-case) are on the left. The value on the right of the equal sign gets as-
signed to the property, or variable, on the left.
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S T E P  5   Go back to the SuperAdventure code and you’ll see there is a red line under the new 
Location() code. That’s because we aren’t using the default constructor in the Location class 
anymore – we have our own custom constructor that wants three parameters.

If you remove the new Location(), and re-type it, you’ll see that as soon as you type the open 
parentheses “(” there is a tooltip that shows you the method signature (the parameters you 
need to pass to this method/constructor). So, let’s assign the values to the properties of our 
location object.

Location location = new Location(1, "Home", "This is your house.");

Now, when you construct a new Location object, you can pass in the parameters you want 
assigned to the properties. This makes your code a little shorter/cleaner. It is also a way of 
double-checking that you’ve set all the properties. If you manually set each one, like before, 
it’s easy to forget one. But with constructor that accepts parameters, you’ll know exactly 
how many have to be passed to it. If you forget one, you’ll see that red line.

You can now delete the individual property assignments for location we created in step 3 
(three lines of code).

S T E P  6   Double-click on the Quest class, in the Engine project, to start editing it. Add the 
following lines after the properties:

public Quest(int id, string name, string description,
 int rewardExperiencePoints, int rewardGold)
{
    ID = id;
    Name = name;
    Description = description;
    RewardExperiencePoints = rewardExperiencePoints;
    RewardGold = rewardGold;
}

Now the Quest class, too, has a custom constructor that accepts values to use to set its prop-
erties.

Summary
You’re going to see custom constructors in many C# projects. It’s an easy way 
to ensure that your class has all needed properties set. You can also create 
one to do some other special tasks, which we’ll see a bit later.

NOTE:
The parameters 
in the Quest class 
constructor are 
on two lines. I did 
this becuase the 
line was get-
ting too long for 
the page. If you 
did the same in 
Visual Studio, 
it wouldn’t be a 
problem. Since 
the last character 
of the first line 
is a comma, the 
computer knows 
that the next line 
is a continuation 
of the first line.
In C#, the end of 
a line is signified 
by a semi-colon 
“ ; ”, a closing 
parentheses “ ) ”, 
or a closing curly 
brace “ } ”.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How a child (derived) class calls the constructor of its base class

Let’s clean up the code a little
Adding a constructor to a base class is a little more involved than adding one to a class that 
doesn’t have any derived (child) classes.

When you create an object from a derived class, it uses the constructor for both that class 
and its base class. So, if you add a custom constructor to your base class, you need to have a 
way for the derived class to pass values to it.

If you think about this, it makes sense why this needs to be done. With a custom constructor, 
you are saying, “I need these values before I can create this object.” When you create an ob-
ject from a derived class, the base class still needs to have those values. So, you have to pass 
them to the derived class’ constructor, which passes them on to the base class’ constructor.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Double-click on the Item class, in the Engine project, to start editing it. After the 
properties, add these lines, to make your constructor:

public Item(int id, string name, string namePlural)
{
    ID = id;
    Name = name;
    NamePlural = namePlural;
}

S T E P  3   Open the HealingPotion class, and add these lines after the properties, to make 
the new constructor:

public HealingPotion(int id, string name, string namePlural,
 int amountToHeal) : base(id, name, namePlural)
{
    AmountToHeal = amountToHeal;
}

Notice that the HealingPotion constructor has parameters for the one property it has 
(AmountToHeal) and the three properties it uses from the base class (ID, Name, and Name-
Plural).

Inside the constructor, it sets the AmountToHeal property to the value that was passed 
through the amountToHeal parameter.

8.1 Using class constructors with derived classes

NOTE:
If you try to build 
the solution right 
now, you’ll see 
there are errors 
with the Heal-
ingPotion and 
Weapon classes. 
These are the 
classes that are 
derived from the 
Item class, and 
(right now) they 
don’t have any 
values to pass to 
the Item class’ 
new constructor.
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Also notice that after the constructor has a list of its parameters, it has this piece of code:

: base(id, name, namePlural)

What that does is take the values from the parameters in the HealingPotion constructor (id, 
name, and namePlural) and passes them on to the constructor of the Item class. This is how 
we get parameters into the base class, when instantiating a derived class.

S T E P  4   Edit the Weapon class, by adding this constructor code:

public Weapon(int id, string name, string namePlural,
 int minimumDamage, int maximumDamage) : 
  base(id, name, namePlural)
{
    MinimumDamage = minimumDamage;
    MaximumDamage = maximumDamage;
}

After you add this, you can try rebuilding the solution. Now, since the derived classes are 
passing the required values to the base class, it will build without any errors.

S T E P  5   Edit the LivingCreature class. Add this constructor code:

public LivingCreature(int currentHitPoints, 
 int maximumHitPoints)
{
    CurrentHitPoints = currentHitPoints;
    MaximumHitPoints = maximumHitPoints;
}

Again, if you try to build the solution now, you’ll get an error that the Monster and Player 
classes (the classes that derive from LivingCreature) have a problem.

S T E P  6   Edit the Monster class, by inserting this constructor:

public Monster(int id, string name, int maximumDamage,
 int rewardExperiencePoints, int rewardGold,
  int currentHitPoints, int maximumHitPoints) :   
   base(currentHitPoints, maximumHitPoints)
{
    ID = id;
    Name = name;
    MaximumDamage = maximumDamage;
    RewardExperiencePoints = rewardExperiencePoints;
    RewardGold = rewardGold;
}
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S T E P  7   Insert this constructor code into the Player class:

public Player(int currentHitPoints, int maximumHitPoints,
 int gold, int experiencePoints, int level) : 
  base(currentHitPoints, maximumHitPoints)
{
    Gold = gold;
    ExperiencePoints = experiencePoints;
    Level = level;
}

Now, if we try building the solution, we get an error. That’s because in the SuperAdventure 
UI code, we are instantiating a Player object without any parameters. Now that we have a 
custom constructor in the Player class, we need to use that and pass in the appropriate 
parameters.

S T E P  8   Right-click on SuperAdventure.cs, in the SuperAdventure project, then select “View 
Code”. Like we did with the location object in lesson 8, step 5, we’re going to change the way 
we assign property values to our _player object by using our custom constructor. Place your 
cursor between the parenthesis of _player = new Player() and type in these values:

_player = new Player(10, 10, 20, 0, 1);

Now that we are passing all the values in the constructor, to set the player object’s proper-
ties, we can delete the lines, where we were setting the properties individually.

You could leave those individual property assignments, they’ll still work, and they won’t 
hurt anything. But you’re already setting the properties to those values, so you might as well 
remove them and make your code a little cleaner. Your SuperAdventure class should now 
look like this (in the code below I omitted the using lines at the beginning of the class):

namespace SuperAdventure
{
    public partial class SuperAdventure : Form
    {
        private Player _player;

        public SuperAdventure()
        {
            InitializeComponent();

            _player = new Player(10, 10, 20, 0, 1);

            lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
            lblGold.Text = _player.Gold.ToString();
            lblExperience.Text = _player.ExperiencePoints.ToString();
            lblLevel.Text = _player.Level.ToString();
        }
    }
}
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Summary
You’ll probably need to use some amount of inheritance in any decent-sized 
program. And now you know how to make a custom constructor work in 
classes that use inheritance.

This may be overkill for the simple game that we’re building. However, you’re 
going to need to know how inheritance works if you program in C#, or an-
other object-oriented programming language. Hopefully, with small, simple 
classes like these, it’s easy to understand.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to create a property in a class that uses one of your other classes as its data-
type.

Adding properties with custom datatypes
Currently, all of the properties in our classes are either strings or integers. But sometimes we 
need to store something more complex in a property.

For example, in the Location class, we want to possibly store an item required to enter the 
location (such as a key). If there is a quest available at that location, we need to store that 
value. We also might have a monster that exists in that location. So we need to add some 
new properties to the Location class, to store these values.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Edit the Location class, in the Engine project. Add these new properties:

public Item ItemRequiredToEnter { get; set; }
public Quest QuestAvailableHere { get; set; }
public Monster MonsterLivingHere { get; set; }
public Location LocationToNorth { get; set; }
public Location LocationToEast { get; set; }
public Location LocationToSouth { get; set; }
public Location LocationToWest { get; set; }

Now we have properties to hold these values for each location. Because we need to store an 
Item object in the ItemRequiredToEnter property, its datatype is Item. Just like using a string 
datatype when we want to store some text in a property.

9 Using your classes as datatypes
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S T E P  3   Now, let’s add parameters to the constructor to accept some of these values and 
save them to the properties. Change the constructor code to this:

public Location(int id, string name, string description,  
    Item itemRequiredToEnter = null, 
    Quest questAvailableHere = null, 
    Monster monsterLivingHere = null)
{
    ID = id;
    Name = name;
    Description = description;
    ItemRequiredToEnter = itemRequiredToEnter;
    QuestAvailableHere = questAvailableHere;
    MonsterLivingHere = monsterLivingHere;
}

Notice that after each of the new parameters, there is ” = null”. Some locations won’t have an 
item required to enter them, a quest available at them, or a monster living there. This lets us 
call the Location constructor without passing these three values. The constructor will know 
to use the default values, which, in this case, is the “null”. So, both of these lines would work 
the same way:

Location test1 = new Location(1, "Your House", "This is your house");
Location test2 = new Location(1, "Your House", "This is your house",  
    null, null, null);

S T E P  4   Edit the Quest class, in the Engine project. Add this one property:

public Item RewardItem { get; set; }

The RewardItem property will store what item the player receives when they complete the 
quest

Summary
Now you can create properties that hold more complex values. This way, 
you’ll be able to do things such as get the name of the monster at the loca-
tion, without needing to do extra lookups somewhere outside of your ob-
ject.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to store groups of objects in one property or variable, and read them later.

How to handle groups of objects
You may have noticed that there are properties missing from some of our classes. When out-
lining the program, we mentioned that the player will be able to have items in their inven-
tory. The player will have quests. Quests have items that need to be turned in, to complete 
them. Monsters have items that can be looted from them.

We have a Quest class, and an Item class, but we don’t have any place to store them in the 
Player or Monster classes. We also need a way to store more than one item, since a Player will 
probably have more than one item in their inventory and could have more than one quest.

We do this with lists, or collections.

But before we create these list properties, we’re going to need a place to store some ad-
ditional information for the items and quests. For example, with the items in the Player’s 
inventory, we need to store the quantity of each items they have. It’s similar to what we’ll 
need to do with the Quest class – store the quantity of each item that is needed to complete 
the quest.

For the player’s quests, we also need a place to record whether or not the player has com-
pleted the quest.

In the Monster class, we want a list of the items that can be “looted” from the monster. This 
is called the loot table. We need to store the item, the percentage of times it is “dropped”, 
and if the item is a default loot item – in case the random number generator says that none 
of the loot items were dropped.

There are different ways to do this, but I’m going to show you a way that uses some addi-
tional classes.

We’re going to need four new classes: 

 z InventoryItem

 z PlayerQuest

 z QuestCompletionItem

 z LootItem

The code for each class is on the next two pages. In case you don’t remember how to cre-
ate a new class, hop on over to lesson 4 or 6 for a quick reminder. After you’ve created all 
the classes and added the code, we’ll look at adding them as list properties to the existing 
Player, Monster, and Quest classes.

10 Creating collections of objects

NOTE:
We use a new 
datatype for two 
of these classes – 
bool. This stands 
for “Boolean” and 
is used to store 
a value of TRUE 
or FALSE. For 
example, in the 
PlayerQuest class, 
the IsCompleted 
property will store 
a value of false, 
until the player 
finishes the quest. 
Then we’ll store 
true in it.
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continued on next page

InventoryItem.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class InventoryItem

10     {
11         public Item Details { get; set; }
12         public int Quantity { get; set; }
13 
14         public InventoryItem(Item details, int quantity)
15         {
16             Details = details;
17             Quantity = quantity;
18         }
19     }
20 }

LootItem.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class LootItem

10     {
11         public Item Details { get; set; }
12         public int DropPercentage { get; set; }
13         public bool IsDefaultItem { get; set; }
14 
15         public LootItem(Item details, int dropPercentage, bool isDefaultItem)
16         {
17             Details = details;
18             DropPercentage = dropPercentage;
19             IsDefaultItem = isDefaultItem;
20         }
21     }
22 }



PlayerQuest.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class PlayerQuest

10     {
11         public Quest Details { get; set; }
12         public bool IsCompleted { get; set; }
13 
14         public PlayerQuest(Quest details)
15         {
16             Details = details;
17             IsCompleted = false;
18         }
19     }
20 }

QuestCompletionItem.cs 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public class QuestCompletionItem

10     {
11         public Item Details { get; set; }
12         public int Quantity { get; set; }
13 
14         public QuestCompletionItem(Item details, int quantity)
15         {
16             Details = details;
17             Quantity = quantity;
18         }
19     }
20 }



Now that we have the new classes, we can create properties for them in the Player, Quest, 
and Monster classes.

S T E P  1   Edit the Player class, by double-clicking on it in the Engine project. Look at line 2 of 
the Player class (in case it’s missing, add it to every class that is using lists):

using System.Collections.Generic;

In order to use lists – one variable or property to hold a collection of objects that are the 
same class – we need to have this line included. This is where your program will find every-
thing it needs, in order to work with collections.

Add these two properties to the Player class:

public List<InventoryItem> Inventory { get; set; }
public List<PlayerQuest> Quests { get; set; }  

Now you have two new properties that can hold lists containing InventoryItem and Player-
Quest objects.

Then, in the constructor code, add these new lines:

Inventory = new List<InventoryItem>();
Quests = new List<PlayerQuest>();

These two lines set the value of the new properties to empty lists. If we didn’t do this, the 
value for those properties would be “null” – nothing. By setting them to an empty list, we 
can add items to them later, because you can add objects to an empty list, but you can’t add 
object to nothing (null).

S T E P  2   Edit the Quest class. Add this new property:

public List<QuestCompletionItem> QuestCompletionItems{ get; set; }

In the constructor, add this new line, so the QuestCompletionItems list will be ready to have 
objects added to it:

QuestCompletionItems = new List<QuestCompletionItem>();

S T E P  3   Edit the Monster class, by adding this property:

public List<LootItem> LootTable { get; set; }

And add this to the constructor, so the new property it isn’t “null”:

LootTable = new List<LootItem>();

NOTE:
We didn’t need 
to set the string, 
integer, and 
Boolean proper-
ties to a default 
value because 
those datatypes 
have a built-in de-
fault value. How-
ever, Lists are null 
(non-existent), 
until you set them 
to an emplty list 
(a new List object, 
with no values in 
it yet).
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Your Player, Quest and Monster classes should now look like this:

public class Player : LivingCreature
    {
        public int Gold { get; set; }
        public int ExperiencePoints { get; set; }
        public int Level { get; set; }
        public List<InventoryItem> Inventory { get; set; }
        public List<PlayerQuest> Quests { get; set; }

        public Player(int currentHitPoints, int maximumHitPoints, 
  int gold, int experiencePoints, int level) :   
   base(currentHitPoints, maximumHitPoints)
        {
            Gold = gold;
            ExperiencePoints = experiencePoints;
            Level = level;

            Inventory = new List<InventoryItem>();
            Quests = new List<PlayerQuest>();
        }
    }

public class Quest
    {
        public int ID { get; set; }
        public string Name { get; set; }
        public string Description { get; set; }
        public int RewardExperiencePoints { get; set; }
        public int RewardGold { get; set; }
        public List<QuestCompletionItem> 
  QuestCompletionItems { get; set; }
        public Item RewardItem { get; set; }
 
        public Quest(int id, string name, string description, 
  int rewardExperiencePoints, int rewardGold)
        {
            ID = id;
            Name = name;
            Description = description;
            RewardExperiencePoints = rewardExperiencePoints;
            RewardGold = rewardGold;
            QuestCompletionItems = 
   new List<QuestCompletionItem>();
        }
    }

NOTE:
We didn’t create 
new parameters 
in the constructor 
to pass in values 
for these new 
properties. We 
could have, but 
we are going to 
populate them a 
little differently – 
a way that I think 
is a little easier 
for someone new 
to programming.
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public class Monster : LivingCreature
    {
        public int ID { get; set; }
        public string Name { get; set; }
        public int MaximumDamage { get; set; }
        public int RewardExperiencePoints { get; set; }
        public int RewardGold { get; set; }
        public List<LootItem> LootTable { get; set; }

        public Monster(int id, string name, int maximumDamage, 
  int rewardExperiencePoints, int rewardGold, 
   int currentHitPoints, int maximumHitPoints) :
    base(currentHitPoints, maximumHitPoints)
        {
            ID = id;
            Name = name;
            MaximumDamage = maximumDamage;
            RewardExperiencePoints = rewardExperiencePoints;
            RewardGold = rewardGold;
            LootTable = new List<LootItem>();
        }
    }

Summary
Almost every program I’ve written has included some type of list of collec-
tion. In the real world, we usually work with several items (e.g., display all the 
deposits into, and payments from, our bank account). 

We’ll show how to add to, and work with, the objects in these lists very soon.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î What a static class is, and how to create one

 Î When you want, and don’t want, to use static classes

What is a static class? All the classes we’ve created so far have been public classes. That 
means they are visible in all of your program. However, in order to use one of them, you 
need to create an object of the class. Then you work with that object.

A static class is one that is always available to the rest of your program – you don’t need to 
create an object from it. In fact, you can’t create an object from a static class. It’s just there.

A static class is a place to hold shared resources (variables and methods), since there will 
only be the one “instance” of it, and everything else in your program will use that one, shared 
set of methods and variables.

Why would you need a static class? For our game, we need to store some things that will 
be used in several places in the program. Things like the list of locations, the types of items, 
the types of monsters, etc. This information is never going to change. We’re going to popu-
late these lists at the start of the game, and never change it. We’re also going to use those 
lists in several places in the game.

Using a static class to hold all this information is one way to make all this information avail-
able everywhere.

When else would you use a static class? Another thing you can do with a static class (and 
a static variable) is to hold values such as a system-wide counter. Let’s say you want a pro-
gram to hand out unique, sequential numbers to the people who use it. You could create 
a static NumberAssigner class, with a static GetNextNumber method, that keeps track of a 
static _nextNumber variable.

namespace Engine
{
    public static class NumberAssigner
    {
        static int _nextNumber = 0;
 
        public static int GetNextNumber()
        {
            _nextNumber = (_nextNumber + 1);
 
            return _nextNumber;
        }
    }
}

11 Using a static class
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When you start the program, _nextNumber has a value of 0. When a user calls the GetNext-
Number method, the code adds 1 to _nextNumber and returns the value (in this case, 1) to 
the program. The next time the GetNextNumber method is called, it adds 1 to _nextNumber 
(resulting in 2 this time) and returns 2 to the program.

What problems can happen with static classes? The problem with static methods and 
variables, is that sometimes you don’t want a shared resource, you want each user to have 
their own copy of the object or variable.

The game we’re creating is a single-player one. So, we don’t really have a problem using 
static variables. However, if we were to make a UI for this game a website on the Internet, we 
might have several people playing it at the same time.

So, let’s say we stored the player’s current hit points somewhere as a static variable – Cur-
rentHitPoints. When player A is attacked, the program would subtract their damage and 
change the value of CurrentHitPoints. But if a different player did something in the game 
(attacked a monster or healed themselves with a potion), since we only have a static, single, 
shared CurrentHitPoints variable, they’d be using the value from player A, and not their real 
current hit points value.

That’s how static classes and variables can be dangerous. When you use a static variable to 
hold a value, make sure it’s one that you really want to be shared for every user.

Populating our game world in a static class
Now that you have an understanding of static classes and variables, we’re going to create 
a “World” class to hold lists of all the things in our game – locations, items, monsters, and 
quests. Since we’re only going to read from it, once we do the initial population of the val-
ues, it’s OK to use a static class.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Create a new class by right-clicking on the Engine project and selecting “Add”, then 
“Class…”. Name the class “World.cs”

S T E P  3   Copy the code for the World class from the next five pages into World.cs.

We have a lot of code to write, so be careful while typing (Visual Studio’s IntelliSense/Auto-
complete can be of great help). Red squiggly lines usually mean there’s error. But don’t start 
solving those until you’ve typed in all the code. When you’re done typing in the code, we’ll 
talk about what it does.
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continued on next page

World.cs 1/5

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6 
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public static class World

10     {
11         public static readonly List<Item> Items = new List<Item>();
12         public static readonly List<Monster> Monsters = new List<Monster>();
13         public static readonly List<Quest> Quests = new List<Quest>();
14         public static readonly List<Location> Locations = new List<Location>();
15 
16         public const int ITEM_ID_RUSTY_SWORD = 1;
17         public const int ITEM_ID_RAT_TAIL = 2;
18         public const int ITEM_ID_PIECE_OF_FUR = 3;
19         public const int ITEM_ID_SNAKE_FANG = 4;
20         public const int ITEM_ID_SNAKESKIN = 5;
21         public const int ITEM_ID_CLUB = 6;
22         public const int ITEM_ID_HEALING_POTION = 7;
23         public const int ITEM_ID_SPIDER_FANG = 8;
24         public const int ITEM_ID_SPIDER_SILK = 9;
25         public const int ITEM_ID_ADVENTURER_PASS = 10;
26 
27         public const int MONSTER_ID_RAT = 1;
28         public const int MONSTER_ID_SNAKE = 2;
29         public const int MONSTER_ID_GIANT_SPIDER = 3;
30 
31         public const int QUEST_ID_CLEAR_ALCHEMIST_GARDEN = 1;
32         public const int QUEST_ID_CLEAR_FARMERS_FIELD = 2;
33 
34         public const int LOCATION_ID_HOME = 1;
35         public const int LOCATION_ID_TOWN_SQUARE = 2;
36         public const int LOCATION_ID_GUARD_POST = 3;
37         public const int LOCATION_ID_ALCHEMIST_HUT = 4;
38         public const int LOCATION_ID_ALCHEMISTS_GARDEN = 5;
39         public const int LOCATION_ID_FARMHOUSE = 6;
40         public const int LOCATION_ID_FARM_FIELD = 7;
41         public const int LOCATION_ID_BRIDGE = 8;
42         public const int LOCATION_ID_SPIDER_FIELD = 9;
43 
44         static World()
45         {
46             PopulateItems();
47             PopulateMonsters();
48             PopulateQuests();
49             PopulateLocations();
50         }
51 



continued on next page

World.cs 2/5

52         private static void PopulateItems()
53         {
54             Items.Add(new Weapon(ITEM_ID_RUSTY_SWORD, "Rusty sword", "Rusty swords", 0, 5));
55             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_RAT_TAIL, "Rat tail", "Rat tails"));
56             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_PIECE_OF_FUR, "Piece of fur", "Pieces of fur"));
57             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_SNAKE_FANG, "Snake fang", "Snake fangs"));
58             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_SNAKESKIN, "Snakeskin", "Snakeskins"));
59             Items.Add(new Weapon(ITEM_ID_CLUB, "Club", "Clubs", 3, 10));
60             Items.Add(new HealingPotion(ITEM_ID_HEALING_POTION,

    "Healing potion", "Healing potions", 5));
61             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_SPIDER_FANG,  "Spider fang", "Spider fangs"));
62             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_SPIDER_SILK,  "Spider silk", "Spider silks"));
63             Items.Add(new Item(ITEM_ID_ADVENTURER_PASS, 

    "Adventurer pass", "Adventurer passes"));
64         }
65 
66         private static void PopulateMonsters()
67         {
68             Monster rat = new Monster(MONSTER_ID_RAT, "Rat", 5, 3, 10, 3, 3);
69             rat.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_RAT_TAIL), 75, false));
70             rat.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_PIECE_OF_FUR), 75, true));
71 
72             Monster snake = new Monster(MONSTER_ID_SNAKE, "Snake", 5, 3, 10, 3, 3);
73             snake.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_SNAKE_FANG), 75, false));
74             snake.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_SNAKESKIN), 75, true));
75 
76             Monster giantSpider = new Monster(MONSTER_ID_GIANT_SPIDER,

    "Giant spider", 20, 5, 40, 10, 10);
77             giantSpider.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_SPIDER_FANG),

    75, true));
78             giantSpider.LootTable.Add(new LootItem(ItemByID(ITEM_ID_SPIDER_SILK),

    25, false));
79 
80             Monsters.Add(rat);
81             Monsters.Add(snake);
82             Monsters.Add(giantSpider);
83         }
84 
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85         private static void PopulateQuests()
86         {
87             Quest clearAlchemistGarden = new Quest(
88                     QUEST_ID_CLEAR_ALCHEMIST_GARDEN,
89                     "Clear the alchemist’s garden",
90                      "Kill rats in the alchemist’s garden and bring back 3 rat tails. 

    You will receive a healing potion and 10 gold pieces.", 20, 10);
91 
92             clearAlchemistGarden.QuestCompletionItems.Add(new QuestCompletionItem(

    ItemByID(ITEM_ID_RAT_TAIL), 3));
93 
94             clearAlchemistGarden.RewardItem = ItemByID(ITEM_ID_HEALING_POTION);
95 
96             Quest clearFarmersField = new Quest(
97                     QUEST_ID_CLEAR_FARMERS_FIELD,
98                     "Clear the farmer’s field",
99                     "Kill snakes in the farmer’s field and bring back 3 snake fangs.

    You will receive an adventurer’s pass and 20 gold pieces.", 20, 20);
100 
101             clearFarmersField.QuestCompletionItems.Add(new QuestCompletionItem(
    ItemByID(ITEM_ID_SNAKE_FANG), 3));
102 
103             clearFarmersField.RewardItem = ItemByID(ITEM_ID_ADVENTURER_PASS);
104 
105             Quests.Add(clearAlchemistGarden);
106             Quests.Add(clearFarmersField);
107         }
108 
109         private static void PopulateLocations()
110         {
111             // Create each location
112             Location home = new Location(LOCATION_ID_HOME, "Home", 
    "Your house. You really need to clean up the place.");
113 
114             Location townSquare = new Location(LOCATION_ID_TOWN_SQUARE, 
    "Town square", "You see a fountain.");
115 
116             Location alchemistHut = new Location(LOCATION_ID_ALCHEMIST_HUT, 
    "Alchemist’s hut", "There are many strange plants on the shelves.");
117             alchemistHut.QuestAvailableHere = QuestByID(QUEST_ID_CLEAR_ALCHEMIST_GARDEN);
118 
119             Location alchemistsGarden = new Location(LOCATION_ID_ALCHEMISTS_GARDEN, 
    "Alchemist’s garden", "Many plants are growing here.");
120             alchemistsGarden.MonsterLivingHere = MonsterByID(MONSTER_ID_RAT);
121 
122             Location farmhouse = new Location(LOCATION_ID_FARMHOUSE, 
    "Farmhouse", "There is a small farmhouse, with a farmer in front.");
123             farmhouse.QuestAvailableHere = QuestByID(QUEST_ID_CLEAR_FARMERS_FIELD);
124 
125             Location farmersField = new Location(LOCATION_ID_FARM_FIELD, 
    "Farmer’s field", "You see rows of vegetables growing here.");
126             farmersField.MonsterLivingHere = MonsterByID(MONSTER_ID_SNAKE);
127 
128             Location guardPost = new Location(LOCATION_ID_GUARD_POST, 
    "Guard post", "There is a large, tough-looking guard here.", 
    ItemByID(ITEM_ID_ADVENTURER_PASS));
129  
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130             Location bridge = new Location(LOCATION_ID_BRIDGE, 
    "Bridge", "A stone bridge crosses a wide river.");
131 
132             Location spiderField = new Location(LOCATION_ID_SPIDER_FIELD, 
   "Forest", "You see spider webs covering covering the trees in this forest.");
133             spiderField.MonsterLivingHere = MonsterByID(MONSTER_ID_GIANT_SPIDER);
134 
135             // Link the locations together
136             home.LocationToNorth = townSquare;
137 
138             townSquare.LocationToNorth = alchemistHut;
139             townSquare.LocationToSouth = home;
140             townSquare.LocationToEast = guardPost;
141             townSquare.LocationToWest = farmhouse;
142 
143             farmhouse.LocationToEast = townSquare;
144             farmhouse.LocationToWest = farmersField;
145 
146             farmersField.LocationToEast = farmhouse;
147 
148             alchemistHut.LocationToSouth = townSquare;
149             alchemistHut.LocationToNorth = alchemistsGarden;
150 
151             alchemistsGarden.LocationToSouth = alchemistHut;
152 
153             guardPost.LocationToEast = bridge;
154             guardPost.LocationToWest = townSquare;
155 
156             bridge.LocationToWest = guardPost;
157             bridge.LocationToEast = spiderField;
158 
159             spiderField.LocationToWest = bridge;
160 
161             // Add the locations to the static list
162             Locations.Add(home);
163             Locations.Add(townSquare);
164             Locations.Add(guardPost);
165             Locations.Add(alchemistHut);
166             Locations.Add(alchemistsGarden);
167             Locations.Add(farmhouse);
168             Locations.Add(farmersField);
169             Locations.Add(bridge);
170             Locations.Add(spiderField);
171         }
172 
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173         public static Item ItemByID(int id)
174         {
175             foreach(Item item in Items)
176             {
177                 if(item.ID == id)
178                 {
179                     return item;
180                 }
181             }
182 
183             return null;
184         }
185 
186         public static Monster MonsterByID(int id)
187         {
188             foreach(Monster monster in Monsters)
189             {
190                 if(monster.ID == id)
191                 {
192                     return monster;
193                 }
194             }
195 
196             return null;
197         }
198 
199         public static Quest QuestByID(int id)
200         {
201             foreach(Quest quest in Quests)
202             {
203                 if(quest.ID == id)
204                 {
205                     return quest;
206                 }
207             }
208 
209             return null;
210         }
211 
212         public static Location LocationByID(int id)
213         {
214             foreach(Location location in Locations)
215             {
216                 if(location.ID == id)
217                 {
218                     return location;
219                 }
220             }
221 
222             return null;
223         }
224     }
225 }



What does the code do? The purpose of the World class is to have one place to hold every-
thing that exists in the game world. In it, we’ll have things such as the monster that exist at 
a location, the loot items you can collect after defeating a monster, etc. It will also show how 
the locations connect with each other, building our game map.
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Here is what is happening in the different parts of the World class.

Lines 11 – 14: Static list variables. These work similar to the properties in a class. We’ll 
populate them with all the things in our game world, then read from them in the rest of the 
program.

Line 16 – 42: Constants. Constants look, and work, like variables, except for one big differ-
ence – they can never have their values changed.

We’re going to use these constants, which have a sort-of English name, so we don’t have 
to remember the numeric ID for each of the different games objects. Without them, if we 
wanted to create a giant spider for the player to fight, we’d need to remember that the giant 
spider monster has an ID value of 2. With the constants, we can say, get me a monster where 
the ID equals MONSTER_ID_GIANT_SPIDER.

If you don’t fully understand how we’ll do that, it should become clearer when we get to 
the lesson where we start having the player move around and we need to lookup locations, 
quests, monsters, and items.
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Lines 44 – 50: This is the static constructor. You might be thinking, “Wait! We can’t instanti-
ate a static class, so why does it have a constructor? After all, that’s what a constructor is 
used for – instantiating an object!”

With a static class, the constructor code is run the first time someone uses anything in the 
class. So, when we start the game and want to display information about the player’s current 
location, and we try to get that data from the World class, the constructor method will be 
run, and the lists will get populated.

Inside the constructor, we call the four methods to populate the different lists. We don’t 
need to have separate methods, and we could have put all the code from lines 48 through 
169 into the constructor. But breaking them up makes them easier to read and work with.

Lines 52 – 171: These are the methods we use to create the game objects and add them to 
the static lists.

By calling the Add() method on a list variable or property, we add an object to that list.

Look at line 54. Here we are adding a new Weapon object to the Items list. When we call new 
Weapon(), the constructor of the Weapon class returns a Weapon object with the param-
eters passed in. Since that’s all inside Items.Add(), that object gets added to the Items list.

You might hear that called “inlining”, since we did multiple things (created the value and 
added it to the list), all in one line.

On line 68, we create a new Monster object and save it to the variable “rat”. On lines 69 and 
70, we add items to the (list) property of PotentialLootItems that you might find on the rat. 
Then, on line 80, we add the rat variable to the static Monsters list.

Lines 173 – 223: These methods are ones we can call to get values from the static lists. We 
could access the lists from lines 7 through 10 directly, since they are public. But these “wrap-
per” methods make it a little clearer exactly what we want to do.

We pass in the ID of the object we want to retrieve from its list (by using the constants from 
lines 16 through 42). The method will look at each item in the list (using the FOREACH) and 
see if the ID we passed in matches the ID of the object. If so, it returns that object to us. If 
we get to the end of the list, and nothing matches (which should really never happen), the 
method returns “null” – nothing.

Summary
Now we have a populated “world” for the game. We can use the static meth-
ods from this static class at any place in the rest of our program, and get the 
information we need about the objects in our game world.
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12 Add the remaining UI controls

Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î Some of the other controls you can add to a form

Now that we have the game world built, we can start connecting it up with the user inter-
face, so the player can start moving around, battling monsters, and completing quests.

So, we’ll add the rest of the buttons, for the player to perform actions, and RichTextBoxes 
and DataGridViews, so we can display what is happening for the player.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the SuperAdventure.cs for, in the SuperAdventure project, then se-
lect “Open” or “View Designer”.

S T E P  3   Just like when you added the labels for “Hit Points” and “Gold”, you’re going to drag 
some controls on the form, and then change some of its properties.

Add one Label control
Use these values for it:

Label control
Name X Y
Select action 617 531

Add two ComboBox controls
Use these values for them:

Combobox controls
Name X Y
cboWeapons 369 559
cboPotions 369 593
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Add six Button controls
Use these values for them:

Button controls
Name Text X Y
btnUseWeapon Use 620 559
btnUsePotion Use 620 593
btnNorth North 493 433
btnEast East 573 457
btnSouth South 493 487
btnWest West 412 457

Add two RichTextBox controls
Use these values for them:

RichTextBox controls
Name X Y Width Height ReadOnly
rtbLocation 347 19 360 105 TRUE
rtbMessages 347 130 360 286 TRUE

Add two DataGridView controls – from the “Data” group of the Toolbox
When you add the DataGridViews, you’ll see a popup box with some options. Uncheck the 
boxes for Enable Adding, Enable Editing, and Enable Deleting.

Use these values for them:

DataGridView controls
Name X Y Width Height
dgvInventory 16 130 312 309
dgvQuests 16 446 312 189

For both the DataGridViews, you also need to set these properties:

ReadOnly = True
EditMode = EditProgramatically
AllowUsersToAddRows = False
AllowUsersToDeleteRows = False
AllowUsersToResizeRows = False
Enabled = False
MultiSelect = False
RowHeadersVisible = False
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Summary
We’ve added some new control types to the game.

The ComboBoxes will let the player select which weapon, or potion, they 
want to use during a battle. The RichTextBoxes will display status informa-
tion about where the player is at and what is happening to them. And the 
DataGridViews will show lists of what the player has in their inventory and 
what quests they have.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î What functions, procedures, and methods are

 Î How functions can call other functions

What are functions, procedures, and methods? These are just the names we use to call 
about a small piece of the program that does a particular task.

That task may be to perform a mathematical calculation on some numbers, or read some 
data from a file, or place an order on a website. They can perform huge tasks or small ones. 
However, if the task/function is large, we usually break it down into smaller tasks/functions. 
This makes them easier to read. Personally, I try to keep my functions no longer than 15 – 20 
lines of code – at the max. Sometimes, it makes sense to have larger ones. But it’s easier to 
figure out what a function is doing if you can see all of it on one screen, without constantly 
scrolling up and down.

Nowadays, most people use these names interchangeably. In the past, programmers would 
often use “function” for a piece of the program that did something and returned a value. 
Whereas a “method” did something, but didn’t return any value. 

If you look at the World.cs class we created, it has eight methods – if you don’t count the 
constructor method.

Methods with no return values
The first four are the ones that start with “Populate”. Let’s take a look at the “PopulateItems” 
method.

private static void PopulateItems()
{
 ...
}

First, we have the scope “private”.

private static void PopulateItems()

“Private” means that this method can only be run by other code inside this class. If it was 
“public”, then it could be run from other classes. But we don’t need to allow that for this 
method, since it’s only ever run once, from this class’ constructor.

Next, we have “static”.

private static void PopulateItems()

13 Functions, procedures, and methods
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Normally, when you want to run a method, you do it on an object. For example, on a mon-
ster object, you might have a ReceiveDamage method that gets the amount of damage that 
was done to the monster, and subtracts that from its CurrentHitPoints. The method is doing 
something to, or with, the object.

If you want to run a method without instantiating an object from the class, then the method 
needs to be static. Since this method is in a static class, which can never be instantiated, we 
need to include static here.

Then, there is “void”.

private static void PopulateItems()

“Void” means that this method is not going to return a value. It’s just going to do some work. 
In this case, the work is to populate the Items list with the items in our game world.

Finally, we have the method name “PopulateItems”.

private static void PopulateItems()

Give your methods names that are easy to understand. Then, when you, or another pro-
grammer, want to make changes to the program in the future, it will be easier to figure out 
what the method is supposed to be doing. 

It’s also common to name methods in a verb-noun format – what are you doing, and what 
are you doing it to?

Methods that return a value
Now, let’s take a look at a method that returns something, the “ItemByID” method.

public static Item ItemByID(int id)
{
 ...
}

This time, the scope of the method is “public”.

public static Item ItemByID(int id)

We’re going to need to “call” (a common way to say “run” or “execute” for a method) this 
method from other parts of the game. So, it needs to be public.

We still need “static”, since this class is never an object.

public static Item ItemByID(int id)

Now, instead of “void”, we have “Item”.

public static Item ItemByID(int id)
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That’s because this method is going to return a value, and the datatype of that value is go-
ing to be “Item”. So, the user knows that when they call this method, they should get an Item 
back.

This method also accepts parameters.

public static Item ItemByID(int id)

This is just like we had in the constructors of our other classes. We’ll talk later about exactly 
what is happening inside the method. But, for now, you can probably guess that the meth-
od accepts an ID number and returns the item with the matching ID number.

Methods that call other methods
Looking at the code in the constructor of this class, we see that all it has in it is the name of 
the Populate methods in the class. That’s because all this method does is run those other 
methods.

static World()
{
    PopulateItems();
    PopulateMonsters();
    PopulateQuests();
    PopulateLocations();
}

When the constructor is called, it runs the PopulateItems method, then the PopulateMon-
sters, PopulateQuests, and PopulateLocations methods. When you run your program, the 
computer is basically performing one line of the program at a time – at least, until you get 
into multi-threaded programming. So picture the computer working like this:

 z It starts to run the World constructor

 z It sees the line PopulateItems(); and goes to the PopulateItems method

 z It goes through each line in the PopulateItems method, adding items to the list

 z When it reaches the end of the PopulateItems method, it returns back to where it was 
last in the World constructor

 z The next line is PopulateMonsters(); , so the computer goes to the PopulateMonsters 
method and performs each line in there

 z At the end of the PopulateMonsters method, it returns to the World method and per-
forms the next line PopulateQuests();

 z Etc.
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So, a line of code in one method can call another method, which can contain a line of code 
that calls another method, which contains a line of code that calls another method, and so 
on…

In large programs, these method calls can get 20 layers deep, or deeper. That can make it 
difficult to find bugs, since you aren’t really sure what happened in each layer. So, remember 
to keep your programs simple. Don’t add another layer, just because you can.

Summary
Know you understand the basics of functions, procedures, and methods.

These are important, because you need to create them to start doing things 
in the program. We’ll have some that handle user input, some that do let the 
player move around, and some that handle our game’s battles. These will be 
the brains of our program.
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13.1 Creating functions to handle user input

Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to create functions to handle button clicks in the UI

Creating functions to handle the user’s input
S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the SuperAdventure.cs for, in the SuperAdventure project, then se-
lect “Open” or “View Designer”.

S T E P  3   Double-click on each of the buttons on the form – the four direction buttons (North, 
South, East, and West) and the two “Use” buttons that will be used for combat. It doesn’t 
matter what order you do these in. 

After you double-click each button, you’ll be taken to the “code” part of the screen and be 
placed where the new function was created. This is where you can write the code that will 
run when the user presses the connected button. So, when the user clicks the “North” but-
ton, this will be the code to “move” the player to the location to the North.

Something you don’t see when you do this is the code that gets created to connect the 
buttons to the new functions. You might have noticed that the code for the UI screen says 
“public partial class SuperAdventure : Form”. The word “partial” is important here. There is 
another part of this class that you don’t normally see. This is the part that connects the con-
trols (buttons, comboboxes, etc) in the UI to the code we’ve been looking at.

We haven’t looked at the other part of this class, because we’re not focusing on how to build 
the UI in these guides. However, it’s something you need to be aware of if you’re creating 
Windows Form programs.

There are also other things you can handle from the UI. These are called “events”. In this case, 
the only event we care about is when the button click. However, there are dozens of other 
events that can be handled. For example, many controls have an “OnMouseOver” event – 
when the user moves the mouse over the control. For that event, you might do something 
such as change the background color of the control – so the user knows where the focus is.

Summary
Now you can create functions to handle the common user actions in the UI – 
in this case, when the user clicks on a button. Right now, the functions don’t 
do anything. So our next lesson will be to start writing our functions, to let 
the player play the game.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to create/declare variables

 Î Where variables are visible

Before we start adding the game logic to the program, we should spend a little time going 
over some of the things you’ll see in the code. The first thing we’ll talk about is variables.

We’ve already done a little bit with them, but there are some important things you need to 
be aware of, when creating and using variables. 

Here’s the code for this lesson. This class doesn’t really do anything useful, but it shows how 
to use variables.

1 namespace Workbench
2 {
3     public class Variables
4     {
5         // Class-level variables
6         public int classVariable1 = 3;  // Visible to other classes
7         private int classVariable2 = 7; // Only visible to this class
8         private int classVariable3; // Declaring the variable, without 

   setting a value
9  

10         public void Function1()
11         {
12             int functionVariable1;
13  
14             if(classVariable1 < 5)
15             {
16                 functionVariable1 = 1;
17  
18                 int innerVariable1;
19             }
20  
21             if(classVariable1 >= 5)
22             {
23                 functionVariable1 = 2;
24  
25                 int innerVariable1;
26             }
27         }
28  

14 Variables
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29         public void Fuction2()
30         {
31             int functionVariable1;
32  
33             if(classVariable2 < 5)
34             {
35                 functionVariable1 = 3;
36  
37                 int innerVariable1;
38             }
39  
40             if(classVariable2 >= 5)
41             {
42                 functionVariable1 = 4;
43  
44                 int innerVariable1;
45             }
46         }
47     }
48 }

One trick you can use to figure out where a variable is visible is to look at the curly braces it 
is between, when it’s “declared”. Generally, the variable is visible anywhere between those 
curly braces.

Lines 6-8: These are “class-level variables”. They can be used anywhere in this class.

The variables on line 6 through 8 are declared inside the curly braces for the class (lines 4 
and 47). So, they’re visible everywhere between lines 4 and 47 – the whole class.

When we declare the variables on lines 6 and 7, we also set them to a value. We don’t do that 
on line 8. So, classVariable3 has the default value – which for “int”s is 0.

Different datatypes have different default values. And if you create a variable whose data-
type is one of your classes, it has a value of “null” – nothing/empty.

classVariable1 (Line 6) can also be used outside of this class, since it is declared public. So, 
if another class makes an object of the Variables class, it will be able to change the value of 
classVariable1.

Since classVariable2 and classVariable3 are private, the other class wouldn’t be able to di-
rectly change the values of those variables. However, the other class could call one of the 
public functions (Function1 or Function2). Since those functions are inside the class, they 
can modify the private class-level variables (see lines 16, 23, 35, and 42).
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Lines 10-27: “functionVariable1”, on line 12, is declared inside the curly braces for Function1 
(lines 11 and 27). So, it’s visible everywhere inside that function.

“innerVariable1” (line 18) is declared between the curly braces on lines 15 and 19. So it’s only 
visible in between those lines. That’s why we can declare another variable with the same 
name on line 25, inside another completely separate set of curly braces.

We couldn’t declare another “functionVarable1” on line 18, since we have a functionVari-
able1 that is already visible at that level – the one declared on line 12.

Lines 29-46: Notice that we are able to declare a second “functionVariable1” variable on line 
31, even though it has the same name as the variable declared on line 12.

We can do that because the “functionVariable1” on line 12 only exists between lines 11 and 
27.

General variable declaration rules
It’s a good habit to declare your variables at the lowest level possible. You could declare all 
your variables as class-level variables, and then change them in any function of your class. 
However, that can make it difficult to track down any problems you might have in the future. 
Since your variable can be changed in lots of places, you won’t necessarily know where it 
was changed.

Another extremely important rule with variables is to give them meaningful names. Many 
programs have long lives. If you come back in six months, or six years, you want to be able 
to understand what your program is doing. When your class, functions, properties, and vari-
ables have clear names, it’s much easier to understand why they exist, and what they’re 
supposed to do.

Summary
Now you know where to declare your variables, and where your variables 
will be visible.
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14.1 IF, ELSE, ELSE IF statements

Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to use IF, ELSE and ELSE IF statements

 Î How to use AND ( && ) and OR ( || ) operators

One of the most common things you’ll do in a program is use an IF statement. If some con-
dition is true, then you want a certain section of code to run. If it isn’t true, you don’t want 
that section of code to run.

For example, during a battle, if the player’s hit points drops to zero, you’ll want to end the 
battle. If the player has more than zero hit points, you’ll want them to be able to continue 
fighting. You can also create IF statements that are more complex than just checking one 
value. Or, you may want to be able to handle more than two conditions for a value.

Here are code samples, and description for four typical ways you’ll use an IF statement.

The simple IF statement
public bool IsPlayerStillAlive1(int currentHitPoints)
{
    if(currentHitPoints > 0)
    {
        return true;
    }
 
    return false;
}

Here, we check if the passed-in “currentHitPoints” is greater than zero. If it is, the computer 
will run the code between the curly braces after the “if” – in this case, lines 4 through 6. When 
it reaches line 5, it will stop processing the rest of the code in this function and return a value 
of “true”.

If “currentHitPoints” is equal, or less than, zero, the computer will continue going through 
this function. In this case, it will get to line 8 and return “false” to whatever called this func-
tion.
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IF with an ELSE
public bool IsPlayerStillAlive2(int currentHitPoints)
{
    if(currentHitPoints > 0)
    {
        return true;
    }
    else
    {
        return false;
    }
}

This function does the same thing as the previous one. However, we explicitly have an ELSE 
statement. So, if the expression between the parentheses of the IF statement is true, the 
return true; code will be run. ELSE, the code between the next set of curly braces will 
be run, return false; .

This is a simple function, with just one line in each branch of the IF statement (the “true” 
branch and the “false” branch). However, you could have more lines of code between the 
curly braces – as you’ll see in the lessons when we add the code to play the game.

Complex IF conditions
public bool IsPlayerStillAlive3(int currentHitPoints,
  bool hasResurrectionRing)
{
    if((currentHitPoints > 0) || ((currentHitPoints == 0)  
  && hasResurrectionRing))
    {
        return true;
    }
    else
    {
        return false;
    }
}

You can check more than one condition in an IF statement. You can also make it so all the 
conditions must be true (using ANDs), or, at least one of the conditions must be true (using 
ORs). We’ll talk more about AND and OR in a moment.

This is a place where some people get a little confused – especially when the code has many 
conditions that it’s checking. An important thing to remember is to look for parentheses 
around the conditions, and work your way from the inner-most sets of parentheses, to the 
outermost – just like in Algebra class (if you remember that).

NOTE:
With the IF
condition that 
used  ||  and  &&, 
I included lots 
of parentheses, 
so you’d know 
exactly how the 
comparison logic 
should be calcu-
lated. Be nice to 
yourself, or the 
next programmer 
who will look at 
your code, and do 
the same.
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Let’s say that the function on the previous page is called with these parameters:

currentHitPoints = 5
hasResurrectionRing = false

If we replace the variables in the parentheses with the values, we end up with this:

if((5 > 0) || ((5 == 0) && false))

Which becomes:

if((true) || ((false) && false))

Now we can deal with the new symbols && and ||. These are used when you want to work 
with Boolean values (true, false): 

 z && means AND

 z || means OR

With &&, the value on both sides of it needs to be true, for the whole comparison to be true.

Now we can reduce the ((false) && false)) to (false), since the values on both sides 
are not equal to true. That gives us this:

if((true) || (false))

With ||, if the value on either side of it is true, then the whole statement is true. If you look at 
the original IF statement in English, you’d say it like this: 

“IF the player’s current hit points is greater than zero, OR the player’s current hit points is zero 
AND they have a resurrection ring, then do this…”

Since we have a true on one side of the || (OR), the whole thing evaluates to true. So, for 
these parameter values, the code between the first set of curly braces would be run.
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If you passed in these parameters, the program would follow these steps to eventually fig-
ure out to run the ELSE code:

currentHitPoints = 0
hasResurrectionRing = false

Makes the IF look like this:

if((0 > 0) || ((0 == 0) && false))

To:

if((false) || ((true) && false))

To:

if((false) || (false))

To:

if(false)

IF with ELSE IF
Sometimes you want to do multiple checks against something. 

Here’s one way you might look at the player’s current experience points to determine their 
level:

public int ComputePlayerLevel(int experiencePoints)
{
    if(experiencePoints < 100)
    {
        return 1; // Player is level 1
    }
    else if(experiencePoints < 250)
    {
        return 2; // Player is level 2
    }
    else if(experiencePoints < 500)
    {
        return 3; // Player is level 3
    }
    else if(experiencePoints < 1000)
    {
        return 4; // Player is level 4
    }
 
    return 5; // The maximum level is 5, in this sample
}
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In this case, if the experiencePoints parameter is less than 100, the function will return a 
value of one. However, if it’s 100 or more, we still want to do some more comparisons in the 
ELSE. So, we use an ELSE IF to connect our next IF statement.

In this function, if the player had 672 experiencePoints, it would be false for the first IF (where 
it checks to see if the value is less than 100), and go to the ELSE IF statement. Since 672 is 
not less than 250, it would go to the next ELSE IF. There, it’s also not less than 500, so it goes 
to the next ELSE IF. Finally, 672 is less than 1000, so the program runs the code to return a 
value of 4.

In case none of the IF conditions were true, the program would have continued gong 
through the function until it hit the line to return 5.

Summary
Now you see how you can run, or not run, sections of code based on condi-
tions in the program.

When we add in the source code for the game logic (moving the player 
around to different locations, battling monsters, completing quests, etc.) 
you’ll see several IF statements in action.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to use a FOREACH to work with the objects inside lists

Another common thing you’ll need to do is look at the objects contained in a list. Maybe 
you’ll need to total up some values, or see if you have a certain object in the list. This is where 
you can use foreach loop. Think of it as, “I want to do ‘something’ for each object in this list.”

Using a foreach to see if an item exists in a list
In the World class, we already have some functions with foreach.

Here’s the code for the ItemByID() function that finds an item, based on its ID:

public static Item ItemByID(int id)
{
    foreach(Item item in Items)
    {
        if(item.ID == id)
        {
            return item;
        }
    }
 
    return null;
}

We already have the Items list created as a class-level variable and populated from the con-
structor. This function will find the item with the same ID as the parameter that was passed 
in, and return it to the part of the program that called this function.

Here is what’s happening in the parentheses after the “foreach”:

 z The “in Items”, at the end, is where you say which list you want to look through. In this 
case, it’s the “Items” list. 

 z The “Item” is the datatype of the objects in this list.

 z And the “item” is the variable that will hold each object from the list, when the code 
between the curly braces is run.

14.2 FOREACH loops
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So, the general pattern for a foreach is:

foreach(DataType variableName in listName)

When this code runs, it will take the first object from the “Items” list, and assign it to the 
“item” variable.

Then it will check to see if the “ID” property of the current “item” variable matches the “id” 
that was passed in as a parameter to the function. If it does match, the function returns that 
item object. If it doesn’t match, the foreach will get the next object from the list, assign it to 
the “item” variable, and then check it.

If the function goes through all the item objects in the Items list, and none of them match, 
the FOREACH loop will finish and the rest of the code in the function will be run.

In this case, the only code in the rest of the function is “return null” (nothing/empty).

Briefly about LINQ
.Net Framework has something called LINQ that also works with lists. It lets you perform the 
same logic, but often in a single line of code. However, for some people, it takes a little time 
to figure out how to work with it.

Here’s a function to show you how LINQ can be much shorter than using a foreach.

public void CalculateAverage()
{
    // Create and populate the list of numbers
    List<double> values = new List<double>();
 
    values.Add(1);
    values.Add(5);
    values.Add(21);
 
    // Calculating the average, using a foreach
    double total = 0;
    double counter = 0;
 
    foreach(double value in values)
    {
        total = (total + value);
        counter = (counter + 1);
    }
 
    double average = (total / counter);
 
    // Calculating the average, using LINQ
    double linqAverage = values.Average();
}

NOTE:
Returning null is 
generally not a 
good idea. The 
code that called 
this function is ex-
pecting an “Item” 
object returned, 
and now it also 
needs to handle 
receiving a null.
This is one of 
those things we’re 
doing to keep it 
simple for these 
tutorials that you 
probably wouldn’t 
do in a “real” 
program.
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In the first few lines, we create a list of “double”s (double-precision numbers, that can have 
decimal values) and add values to it. 

Next, we calculate the average value with a FOREACH.

To do this, we need to have some variables to hold the total of the values in the list and to 
see how many items are in the list. Then we calculate the average by dividing the total by 
the number of values (for this sample, I’m not worrying about the list being empty, which 
would result in a “divide by zero” error).

That code takes up 10 lines in the function.

The final line is how you can get the average value from a list, using LINQ. It’s one line.

This is a simple demo of one LINQ function. They can get more complex, which is why I’m 
not covering them in this tutorial.

Summary
Now you can work with the lists we have in the game – the player’s inventory 
and quest lists, and the list of locations, items, monsters, and quests in the 
World class.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to create random numbers – the easy way, and the good way

This game, like many games, needs to get random numbers. We’ll use random numbers to 
determine how much damage a player does to a monster, how much damage the monster 
does to the player, and which items from the monster loot table the player will receive after 
defeating a monster.

However, there is something important that you need to consider when using random 
numbers. 

The .Net framework has a built-in random number generating class, called “Random”. Un-
fortunately, it doesn’t produce numbers that are really random. In a simple game like this, 
that’s not a big problem. But if you were serious about building a good game, you’d want to 
use a better technique.

The problem with better technique is that it uses some complex objects and logic to gener-
ate the random numbers. These are way more complex than I can describe in a tutorial for 
beginners. In fact, some of the things in it are difficult for advanced programmers to under-
stand. So, if you want to use the better version, you’ll just have to take my word that it works.

I have both versions on the next two pages. You can select either one (but just one!) to use 
in your version of the game.

Creating a random number generator
S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the Engine project and add a new class named RandomNumberGen-
erator.cs.

S T E P  3   Decide which method you want to use, and copy it into the RandomNumberGen-
erator class.

Summary
Now you can create random numbers in the game. We only use random 
numbers in a few places, in this simple version of the game. However, if you 
want to add more features, you may find this useful.

15 Getting random numbers for the game
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continued on next page

RandomNumberGenerator.cs — The code for the easy way 

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.Linq;
4 using System.Text;
5 using System.Threading.Tasks;
6  
7 namespace Engine
8 {
9     public static class RandomNumberGenerator

10     {
11         private static Random _generator = new Random();
12  
13         public static int NumberBetween(int minimumValue, int maximumValue)
14         {
15             return _generator.Next(minimumValue, maximumValue + 1);
16         }
17     }
18 }

In the simple version, we create a Random object (_generator) and use its Next() method to 
get a random value between the minimum and maximum values passed in as parameter.



RandomNumberGenerator.cs — The code for the "more" random way 

1 using System;
2 using System.Security.Cryptography;
3  
4 namespace Engine
5 {
6     // This is the more complex version
7     public static class RandomNumberGenerator
8     {
9         private static readonly RNGCryptoServiceProvider _generator = 

   new RNGCryptoServiceProvider();
10  
11         public static int NumberBetween(int minimumValue, int maximumValue)
12         {
13             byte[] randomNumber = new byte[1];
14  
15             _generator.GetBytes(randomNumber);
16  
17             double asciiValueOfRandomCharacter = Convert.ToDouble(randomNumber[0]);
18  
19             // We are using Math.Max, and substracting 0.00000000001,
20             // to ensure "multiplier" will always be between 0.0 and .99999999999
21             // Otherwise, it’s possible for it to be "1", which causes problems in our

               rounding.
22             double multiplier = 

   Math.Max(0, (asciiValueOfRandomCharacter / 255d) - 0.00000000001d);
23  
24             // We need to add one to the range, to allow for the rounding done with

               Math.Floor
25             int range = maximumValue - minimumValue + 1;
26  
27             double randomValueInRange = Math.Floor(multiplier * range);
28  
29             return (int)(minimumValue + randomValueInRange);
30         }
31     }
32 }

In this version, we use an instance of an encryption class RNGCryptoServiceProvider. This
class is better at not following a pattern when it creates random numbers. But we need to 
do some more math to get a value between the passed in parameters.



16 Writing the function to move the player

Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î     How to plan a function

 Î     How to write the code/logic for a function

 Î     Some of the most common C# commands

Ok, we’ve spent all this time building up the pieces we need for our game. Now it’s time to 
actually get the game to do something. The first thing we’re going to add the code to handle 
when the player moves to a new location.

By the way, this is a long lesson, and covers a lot of new things. So make sure you have some 
time to complete it.

Outline of the function
The first thing we need to do is figure out what’s going to happen during a move.

When I write a function that needs to do a lot of things, like this one, I like to do some plan-
ning first – so I don’t miss anything.

When the player moves to a new location, we’ll completely heal them, we’ll check to see if 
the location has any quests (and if the player can complete them), and if there are any mon-
sters to fight there.
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Here is an outline of the logic for a player move function (next page). Something like this 
is often called pseudo-code. It isn’t C# code, but it represents what the code will do. Each 
indentation level is where we handle a different condition – for example, the steps to follow 
if the location has a monster, and the steps to follow if the location doesn’t have a monster.

 n If the location has an item required to enter it
 o If the player does not have the item

 p Display message
 p Don’t let the player move here (stop processing the move)

 n Update the player’s current location
 o Display location name and description
 o Show/hide the available movement buttons

 n Completely heal the player (we assume they rested/healed while moving)
 o Update hit points display in UI

 n Does the location have a quest?
 o If so, does the player already have the quest?

 p If so, is the quest already completed?
 q If not, does the player have the items to complete the quest?

 r If so, complete the quest
 s Display messages
 s Remove quest completion items from inventory
 s Give quest rewards
 s Mark player’s quest as completed

 p If not, give the player the quest
 q Display message
 q Add quest to player quest list

 n Is there a monster at the location?
 o If so,

 p Display message
 p Spawn new monster to fight
 p Display combat comboboxes and buttons

 q Repopulate comboboxes, in case inventory changed
 o If not

 p Hide combat comboboxes and buttons
 n Refresh the player’s inventory in the UI – in case it changed
 n Refresh the player’s quest list in the UI – in case it changed
 n Refresh the cboWeapons ComboBox in the UI
 n Refresh the cboPotions ComboBox in the UI
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Creating a shared function
We have four different functions for movement, one for each direction. And we need to do 
the steps in the pseudo-code for moving in each direction. We could do that by writing the 
same code in each function. But then, if we ever want to change that logic, we’d need to 
make the change in four places – and that often leads to mistakes.

So, we’re going to create a new shared “MoveTo” function to handle movement to any loca-
tion. Each of the four movement functions will call that one new function.

Storing the player’s location
We also need a place to save the player’s current location. Since this value will change, we 
need to store it in either a variable or a property. In this case, we’ll make a property in the 
Player class. It makes sense to do this because a player’s location is a “property” (in the gen-
eral sense) of the player.

Storing the current monster
We also need a place to store the current monster that the player is fighting, in case they 
move to a location that has a monster there.

In the World class, we have a list of all the monsters in the game. However, we can’t use the 
monsters from there to fight against. We only have one “instance” of each monster. So, if we 
fought against the rat in the World.Monsters list, and killed it, the next time we fight against 
it, it would already be dead.

When we move to a new location, if it has a monster there, we’ll create a new instance of that 
type of monster and save it to a variable. Then, the player will fight against that instance of 
the monster.

Now that we know what we want to accomplish, we’re ready to add the code.

Creating the functions to move the player
S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   First, let’s create the new property to store the player’s current location.

Double-click on the Player class, in the Engine project. Add a new property named Current-
Location, with a datatype of Location.

public Location CurrentLocation { get; set; }

S T E P  3   Right-click on the SuperAdventure.cs form, in the SuperAdventure project, then 
select “View Code”.

We have a lot of code to write, so be careful while typing (Visual Studio’s IntelliSense/Auto-
complete can be of great help). Red squiggly lines usually mean there’s error. But don’t start 
solving those until you’ve typed in all the code. When you’re done typing in the code, we’ll 
talk about what it does.

NOTE:
You don’t have to 
put the properties 
in any specific 
order. I just like 
to like to keep my 
List properties 
at the end of the 
properties. I find 
it a little easier to 
read when they’re 
grouped in the 
same place in 
every class.
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continued on next page

SuperAdventure.cs 1/9

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using System.ComponentModel;
4 using System.Data;
5 using System.Drawing;
6 using System.Linq;
7 using System.Text;
8 using System.Threading.Tasks;
9 using System.Windows.Forms;

10 
11 using Engine;
12 
13 namespace SuperAdventure
14 {
15     public partial class SuperAdventure : Form
16     {
17         private Player _player;
18         private Monster _currentMonster;
19 
20         public SuperAdventure()
21         {
22             InitializeComponent();
23 
24             _player = new Player(10, 10, 20, 0, 1);
25             MoveTo(World.LocationByID(World.LOCATION_ID_HOME));
26             _player.Inventory.Add(new InventoryItem(

                World.ItemByID(World.ITEM_ID_RUSTY_SWORD), 1));
27 
28             lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
29             lblGold.Text = _player.Gold.ToString();
30             lblExperience.Text = _player.ExperiencePoints.ToString();
31             lblLevel.Text = _player.Level.ToString();
32         }
33 
34         private void btnNorth_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
35         {
36             MoveTo(_player.CurrentLocation.LocationToNorth);
37         }
38 
39         private void btnEast_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
40         {
41             MoveTo(_player.CurrentLocation.LocationToEast);
42         }
43 
44         private void btnSouth_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
45         {
46             MoveTo(_player.CurrentLocation.LocationToSouth);
47         }
48 
49         private void btnWest_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
50         {
51             MoveTo(_player.CurrentLocation.LocationToWest);
52         }
53 
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54         private void MoveTo(Location newLocation)
55         {
56             //Does the location have any required items
57             if(newLocation.ItemRequiredToEnter != null)
58             {
59                 // See if the player has the required item in their inventory
60                 bool playerHasRequiredItem = false;
61 
62                 foreach(InventoryItem ii in _player.Inventory)
63                 {
64                     if(ii.Details.ID == newLocation.ItemRequiredToEnter.ID)
65                     {
66                         // We found the required item
67                         playerHasRequiredItem = true;
68                         break; // Exit out of the foreach loop
69                     }
70                 }
71 
72                 if(!playerHasRequiredItem)
73                 {
74                     // We didn’t find the required item in their inventory, 

                       so display a message and stop trying to move
75                     rtbMessages.Text += "You must have a " +

                    newLocation.ItemRequiredToEnter.Name +
                    " to enter this location." + Environment.NewLine;

76                     return;
77                 }
78             }
79 
80             // Update the player’s current location
81             _player.CurrentLocation = newLocation;
82 
83             // Show/hide available movement buttons
84             btnNorth.Visible = (newLocation.LocationToNorth != null);
85             btnEast.Visible = (newLocation.LocationToEast != null);
86             btnSouth.Visible = (newLocation.LocationToSouth != null);
87             btnWest.Visible = (newLocation.LocationToWest != null);
88 
89             // Display current location name and description
90             rtbLocation.Text = newLocation.Name + Environment.NewLine;
91             rtbLocation.Text += newLocation.Description + Environment.NewLine;
92 
93             // Completely heal the player
94             _player.CurrentHitPoints = _player.MaximumHitPoints;
95 
96             // Update Hit Points in UI
97             lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
98 
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99             // Does the location have a quest?
100             if(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere != null)
101             {
102                 // See if the player already has the quest, and if they’ve completed it
103                 bool playerAlreadyHasQuest = false;
104                 bool playerAlreadyCompletedQuest = false;
105 
106                 foreach(PlayerQuest playerQuest in _player.Quests)
107                 {
108                     if(playerQuest.Details.ID == newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.ID)
109                     {
110                         playerAlreadyHasQuest = true;
111 
112                         if(playerQuest.IsCompleted)
113                         {
114                             playerAlreadyCompletedQuest = true;
115                         }
116                     }
117                 }
118 
119                 // See if the player already has the quest
120                 if(playerAlreadyHasQuest)
121                 {
122                     // If the player has not completed the quest yet
123                     if(!playerAlreadyCompletedQuest)
124                     {
125                         // See if the player has all the items needed to complete the quest
126                         bool playerHasAllItemsToCompleteQuest = true;
127 
128                         foreach(QuestCompletionItem qci in 

                            newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.QuestCompletionItems)
129                         {
130                             bool foundItemInPlayersInventory = false;
131 
132                             // Check each item in the player’s inventory, to see 

                               if they have it, and enough of it
133                             foreach(InventoryItem ii in _player.Inventory)
134                             {
135                                 // The player has this item in their inventory
136                                 if(ii.Details.ID == qci.Details.ID)
137                                 {
138                                     foundItemInPlayersInventory = true;
139 
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140                                     if(ii.Quantity < qci.Quantity)
141                                     {
142                                         // The player does not have enough of this item 

                                           to complete the quest
143                                         playerHasAllItemsToCompleteQuest = false;
144 
145                                         // There is no reason to continue checking 

                                           for the other quest completion items
146                                         break;
147                                     }
148 
149                                     // We found the item, so don’t check 

                                       the rest of the player’s inventory
150                                     break; 
151                                 }
152                             }
153 
154                             // If we didn’t find the required item, set our variable and 

                               stop looking for other items
155                             if(!foundItemInPlayersInventory)
156                             {
157                                 // The player does not have this item in their inventory
158                                    playerHasAllItemsToCompleteQuest = false;
159 
160                                 // There is no reason to continue checking for the other 

                                   quest completion items
161                                 break;
162                             }
163                         }
164 
165                         // The player has all items required to complete the quest
166                         if(playerHasAllItemsToCompleteQuest)
167                         {
168                             // Display message
169                             rtbMessages.Text += Environment.NewLine;
170                             rtbMessages.Text += "You complete the " + 

                               newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.Name + 
                               " quest." + Environment.NewLine;

171 
172                             // Remove quest items from inventory
173                             foreach(QuestCompletionItem qci in 

                                newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.QuestCompletionItems)
174                             {
175                                 foreach(InventoryItem ii in _player.Inventory)
176                                 {
177                                     if(ii.Details.ID == qci.Details.ID)
178                                     {
179                                         // Subtract the quantity from the player’s 

                                           inventory that was needed to complete the quest
180                                         ii.Quantity -= qci.Quantity;
181                                         break;
182                                     }
183                                 }
184                             }
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185 
186                             // Give quest rewards
187                             rtbMessages.Text += "You receive: " + Environment.NewLine;
188                             rtbMessages.Text += 

                       newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardExperiencePoints.ToString() +
                                " experience points" + Environment.NewLine;

189                             rtbMessages.Text += 
                                newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardGold.ToString() + 
                                " gold" + Environment.NewLine;

190                             rtbMessages.Text += 
                                newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardItem.Name + 
                                Environment.NewLine;

191                             rtbMessages.Text += Environment.NewLine;
192 
193                             _player.ExperiencePoints += 

                                newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardExperiencePoints;
194                             _player.Gold += newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardGold;
195 
196                             // Add the reward item to the player’s inventory
197                             bool addedItemToPlayerInventory = false;
198 
199                             foreach(InventoryItem ii in _player.Inventory)
200                             {
201                                 if(ii.Details.ID == 

                                    newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardItem.ID)
202                                 {
203                                     // They have the item in their inventory, 

                                       so increase the quantity by one
204                                     ii.Quantity++;
205 
206                                     addedItemToPlayerInventory = true;
207 
208                                     break;
209                                 }
210                             }
211 
212                             // They didn’t have the item, so add it to their inventory, 

                               with a quantity of 1
213                             if(!addedItemToPlayerInventory)
214                             {
215                                 _player.Inventory.Add(new InventoryItem(

                                    newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardItem, 1));
216                             }
217 
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218                             // Mark the quest as completed
219                             // Find the quest in the player’s quest list
220                             foreach(PlayerQuest pq in _player.Quests)
221                             {
222                                 if(pq.Details.ID == newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.ID)
223                                 {
224                                     // Mark it as completed
225                                     pq.IsCompleted = true;
226 
227                                     break;
228                                 }
229                             }
230                         }
231                     }
232                 }
233                 else
234                 {
235                     // The player does not already have the quest
236 
237                     // Display the messages
238                     rtbMessages.Text += "You receive the " + 

                        newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.Name + 
                        " quest." + Environment.NewLine;

239                     rtbMessages.Text += newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.Description + 
                        Environment.NewLine;

240                     rtbMessages.Text += "To complete it, return with:" + 
                        Environment.NewLine;

241                     foreach(QuestCompletionItem qci in 
                        newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.QuestCompletionItems)

242                     {
243                         if(qci.Quantity == 1)
244                         {
245                             rtbMessages.Text += qci.Quantity.ToString() + " " + 

                                qci.Details.Name + Environment.NewLine;
246                         }
247                         else
248                         {
249                             rtbMessages.Text += qci.Quantity.ToString() + " " + 

                                qci.Details.NamePlural + Environment.NewLine;
250                         }
251                     }
252                     rtbMessages.Text += Environment.NewLine;
253 
254                     // Add the quest to the player’s quest list
255                     _player.Quests.Add(new PlayerQuest(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere));
256                 }
257             }
258 
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259             // Does the location have a monster?
260             if(newLocation.MonsterLivingHere != null)
261             {
262                 rtbMessages.Text += "You see a " + newLocation.MonsterLivingHere.Name + 

                    Environment.NewLine;
263 
264                 // Make a new monster, using the values from the standard monster 

                   in the World.Monster list
265                 Monster standardMonster = World.MonsterByID(

                    newLocation.MonsterLivingHere.ID);
266 
267                 _currentMonster = new Monster(standardMonster.ID, standardMonster.Name, 
268                     standardMonster.MaximumDamage, standardMonster.RewardExperiencePoints,       

                    standardMonster.RewardGold, standardMonster.CurrentHitPoints, 
                    standardMonster.MaximumHitPoints);

269 
270                 foreach(LootItem lootItem in standardMonster.LootTable)
271                 {
272                     _currentMonster.LootTable.Add(lootItem);
273                 }
274 
275                 cboWeapons.Visible = true;
276                 cboPotions.Visible = true;
277                 btnUseWeapon.Visible = true;
278                 btnUsePotion.Visible = true;
279             }
280             else
281             {
282                 _currentMonster = null;
283 
284                 cboWeapons.Visible = false;
285                 cboPotions.Visible = false;
286                 btnUseWeapon.Visible = false;
287                 btnUsePotion.Visible = false;
288             }
289 
290             // Refresh player’s inventory list
291             dgvInventory.RowHeadersVisible = false;
292 
293             dgvInventory.ColumnCount = 2;
294             dgvInventory.Columns[0].Name = "Name";
295             dgvInventory.Columns[0].Width = 197;
296             dgvInventory.Columns[1].Name = "Quantity";
297 
298             dgvInventory.Rows.Clear();
299 
300             foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
301             {
302                 if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
303                 {
304                     dgvInventory.Rows.Add(new[] { inventoryItem.Details.Name, 

                        inventoryItem.Quantity.ToString() });
305                 }
306             }
307 
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308             // Refresh player’s quest list
309             dgvQuests.RowHeadersVisible = false;
310 
311             dgvQuests.ColumnCount = 2;
312             dgvQuests.Columns[0].Name = "Name";
313             dgvQuests.Columns[0].Width = 197;
314             dgvQuests.Columns[1].Name = "Done?";
315 
316             dgvQuests.Rows.Clear();
317 
318             foreach(PlayerQuest playerQuest in _player.Quests)
319             {
320                 dgvQuests.Rows.Add(new[] { playerQuest.Details.Name, 

                    playerQuest.IsCompleted.ToString() });
321             }
322 
323             // Refresh player’s weapons combobox
324             List<Weapon> weapons = new List<Weapon>();
325 
326             foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
327             {
328                 if(inventoryItem.Details is Weapon)
329                 {
330                     if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
331                     {
332                         weapons.Add((Weapon)inventoryItem.Details);
333                     }
334                 }
335             }
336 
337             if(weapons.Count == 0)
338             {
339                 // The player doesn’t have any weapons, 

                   so hide the weapon combobox and the "Use" button
340                 cboWeapons.Visible = false;
341                 btnUseWeapon.Visible = false;
342             }
343             else
344             {
345                 cboWeapons.DataSource = weapons;
346                 cboWeapons.DisplayMember = "Name";
347                 cboWeapons.ValueMember = "ID";
348 
349                 cboWeapons.SelectedIndex = 0;
350             }
351 
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352             // Refresh player’s potions combobox
353             List<HealingPotion> healingPotions = new List<HealingPotion>();
354 
355             foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
356             {
357                 if(inventoryItem.Details is HealingPotion)
358                 {
359                     if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
360                     {
361                         healingPotions.Add((HealingPotion)inventoryItem.Details);
362                     }
363                 }
364             }
365 
366             if(healingPotions.Count == 0)
367             {
368                 // The player doesn’t have any potions, so hide the potion combobox and 

                   the "Use" button
369                 cboPotions.Visible = false;
370                 btnUsePotion.Visible = false;
371             }
372             else
373             {
374                 cboPotions.DataSource = healingPotions;
375                 cboPotions.DisplayMember = "Name";
376                 cboPotions.ValueMember = "ID";
377 
378                 cboPotions.SelectedIndex = 0;
379             }
380         }
381 
382         private void btnUseWeapon_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
383         {
384 
385         }
386 
387         private void btnUsePotion_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
388         {
389 
390         }
391     }
392 }



What’s in the code you just added?
On line 18, we added a new variable to hold the monster that the player is fighting at the 
current location.

In the form’s constructor, we do a couple things to start the game.

On line 25, we “move” the player to their home. Since the MoveTo function expects a lo-
cation as the parameter, we need to use the World.GetLocationByID() function to get the 
correct location. This is where we use the constant World.LOCATION_ID_HOME, instead of 
using the value 1. It’s much easier to look at the code with the constant and know what it’s 
supposed to be doing when we use this clearly-named constant.

On line 26, we add an item to the player’s inventory – a rusty sword. They’ll need something 
to fight with when they encounter their first monster.

We added the new MoveTo function to handle all player movement.

We’ve also gone into each of the each of the four functions that handle moving in a different 
direction and had them call the MoveTo function.

The MoveTo function
The first thing you may notice in this function are the lines that have a “ // ” in them. These 
are comments. Comments are ignored by the computer. They only exist for programmers 
to read, to know what the program is supposed to be doing. Everything after the double-
slashes, until the end of the line, is ignored by the computer.

I used a lot more comments in this function than I normally would. That’s to make it easier 
for you to follow along with what is happening, and see how the code ties back to the pseu-
do-code we have above.

The second thing you may have noticed is that this function is long – over 300 lines long.

That’s really too long for a function.

When a function is that long, it’s difficult to keep track of what exactly it’s supposed to be 
doing. But we’re going to clean this up in the next lesson. Personally, I like to keep my func-
tions around 10 to 40 lines long.

We’ll break this function into smaller functions in the next lesson.
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What’s happening in the MoveTo() function?
On line 57, we have our first IF statement. 

In this case, we check if the new location has any items required to enter it.

The “!=” is how C# says “not equal to”. The exclamation point, when doing any sort of com-
parison in C#, means “not”. And “null” means nothing/empty.

So, if the ItemRequiredToEnter property of the location is not empty, we need to check if the 
player has the required item in their inventory. If it is empty, we don’t need to do anything – 
there is no required item, so the player can always move to the new location.

On line 72 we see if we found the required item in the player’s inventory. If we didn’t find an 
item with a matching ID, the “playerHasRequiredItem” variable will still be “false”.

Notice the exclamation point in front of playerHasRequiredItem.

Let’s assume the player does not have the required item in their inventory. The “playerHas-
RequiredItem” variable will have a value of “false”. Doing a “not” on a Boolean variable, re-
verses its value: “!true” equals “false”, and “!false” equals “true”.

Thinking “if not false” is not as clear as thinking “if true”. But they both mean the same thing.

On line 75, we display the message that the player is missing the item required to enter this 
location. This line has a new “+=” symbol.

“+=” means, take the value from the variable/property on the left, add the value on the right 
to it, and assign the results back into the variable/property on the left.

When you use “+=” with a string, it means, “add the string value on the right to the end of 
the existing string”. When you use it with a number, it means, “add the value on the right to 
the value on the left”.

Here, we take the text in the rtbMessages RichTextBox, and add our new message to the end 
of it. That way, the play can still see the old messages. If we used the “=” sign instead, it would 
replace the existing “Text” value with our new message.

We also have “Environment.NewLine”. This adds an “Enter” to the text, so the next thing we 
add to it will be displayed on the next line, instead of the end of the current line.

Line 76 has “return”. This means “exit out of this function”.

Since this function is a “void” function (see line 54), it doesn’t return a value. We can “return” 
here and not do the rest of the function. We want to do that in this case, because the player 
does not have the item required to enter the location. So, we don’t want to do the rest of the 
function, which would actually move them to the location.
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On lines 84 through 87, we make the movement buttons visible, or not, based on whether 
or not the new location has a place to move to in each direction. We do this by checking if 
the property for the location is empty or not.

The “Visible” property of the buttons expects a Boolean value: true or false.

So, on line 84, if the LocationToNorth property is not empty, the value to the right of the 
equal sign will evaluate to “true”, and the button will be visible. If the LocationToNorth prop-
erty is empty, this will evaluate to “false”, and the button will not be visible.

On line 100, we check if there is a quest at this location. If so, we need to do some more 
work.

Lines 106 through 117 are where we look through the player’s quest list, to see if they al-
ready have the quest at this location and if they already completed it.

Lines 128 through 163 looks at each item required to compete the quest, then checks each 
item in the player’s inventory, to see if they have it, and have enough of it, to complete the 
quest.

There are some “break” statements in this FOREACH. Those are used to stop looping through 
the items and exit the FOREACH loop. If we discover that the player doesn’t have one item, 
or enough of it, to complete the quest, we can stop checking for any other items.

Line 180 has a “-=”. The “+=” means, “add the value on the right to the variable/property on 
the left”. So, a “-=” means, “subtract the value on the right from the variable/property on the 
left”. You can only use this with numbers, and not strings, unlike the “+=”.

In this case, we are using it to remove items from the player’s inventory that they turn in to 
complete the quest.

On line 204, there is a “++”. When you have this after a variable or property, it means “add 1 
to this variable or property”. There is also a “–“, for when you want to subtract 1 from a vari-
able or property.

At lines 264 through 273, we create the new monster to fight, by making a new monster 
object, using the values from the standard monster in our World class.
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Updating the DataGridViews in the UI
From lines 290 through 321 we update the DataGridView controls in the UI.

The player’s inventory will have changed if they completed a quest. The items needed to 
turn in were removed from their inventory. The reward item was added to their inventory. 
So, we need to update the UI with their current inventory.

Also, if they received a new quest, or completed an existing one, their quest list would 
change.

Updating the ComboBoxes in the UI
For the ComboBoxes in the UI, we create new lists to hold the specific datatype of items we 
want to show in the list (lines 324 and 353). Next, we go through all the items in the player’s 
inventory and add them to these lists, if they are the correct datatype (lines 326-335 and 
355-364).

On lines 328 and 357, there is a new comparison: “is”. This is used to see if an object is a 
specific datatype.

Remember how we created the Weapon and HealingPotion sub-classes of the Item class? 
When you create a Weapon object, its datatype is both Weapon and Item. When you create 
a HealingPotion object, its datatype is both HealingPotion and Item.

If the lists are empty (weapons.Count or healingPotions.Count are equal to 0), we hide the 
ComboBox and “use” buttons, since there is no weapon or potion for the player to use.

If the lists have items in them, we “bind” the list to the comboboxes (lines 345-349 and 374-
378). The “DisplayMember” determine what property will be displayed in the comboboxes. 
In this case, we want to display the value of the Name property. The “ValueMember” is the 
behind-the-scenes value we’ll use a little later, to know which item was selected.

NOTE:
There are better 
ways to con-
nect your list 
properties to 
DataGridViews 
and ComboBoxes. 
But we’re just 
concentrating on 
the basics in these 
tutorials.
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Hopefully you noticed something about the variable names. They are generally long and 
descriptive. That makes it easy to understand what values they are supposed to hold. By 
making your variable names descriptive, it will be easier to work with your program – espe-
cially when fixing bugs or making changes in the future.

There are a couple cases in the FOREACHs where I use short variables like “qci” and “ii”.

Since the foreach loop is only a few lines long, I sometimes use a shorter variable name. The 
variable has a very short life – it only exists within those few lines of the loop. You can dis-
play the whole loop on your screen, without scrolling. So, it’s easy to keep track of the where 
the variable is populated and where it is used. If the loop was longer, I’d use a longer, more 
descriptive name.

Summary
Now you’ve seen how to plan out your logic in pseudo-code, and then create 
a function in the program to perform that logic.

You’ve seen how IFs, ELSEs, and FOREACHs are used in a function. You’ve also 
seen what a huge function looks like, and you probably have an idea how 
difficult it would be to work with it. The next lesson will cover how to clean 
up that function and make it easier to understand.

We covered a lot in this lesson. If there was anything that wasn’t clear, please 
leave a comment at http://scottlilly.com .
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to break a large function into smaller, easier-to-understand functions

 Î How to move functions from the UI to the “business classes”

In the last lesson, we created a huge function to move a player to a new location. However, 
it was too big to easily maintain. Now, we’re going to clean it up and move things around so 
it is easier to read and understand. This is often called “refactoring”.

Refactoring is a large subject, and there are many techniques you can use to do it. We’ll fo-
cus on a couple of the common, simple, techniques that have the biggest benefits. As you 
continue writing programs, you’ll learn more refactoring techniques.

Steps for refactoring
Refactoring is just rearranging your code so it is easier to work with. You’re not looking to 
add any new features, fixing any bugs, or improving the performance.

There’s a lot you can do for refactoring, but we’ll focus on a couple of the most common 
techniques.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the SuperAdventure.cs form, in the SuperAdventure project, then 
select “View Code”.

S T E P  3   Look for duplicated code.

If you have the exact same code in more than one place, then you can usually move that 
code to its own function. Then, in the places that used to have that code, change it to call 
the new function. This is especially important when you might make changes in the future.

When we created the MoveTo() function, we could have put all that code in the four func-
tions that moved the player in each direction. However, if we ever decided to change how 
the movement logic worked, we’d need to remember to make the change in four places. If 
we weren’t paying attention, we might only change three of the four. Then, the game would 
suddenly start acting strangely every time the player moved in the one direction that didn’t 
have the change added.

We don’t have duplicated code in this function. We have a few places that look close to each 
other, but no exact duplicates. So, we’ll look for other ways to refactor this function.

16.1  Refactoring the player movement function
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S T E P  4   Look for code that has one distinct purpose, and move it to its own function.

In this huge function, we have lots of code that matches this description. For example, lines 
56 through 78 checks if there is a required item for a location, and (if so), if the player has it 
in their inventory. We can move this to its own, smaller function.

When we move this section of code, we should think if it might belong in a better place – 
maybe a different class. We currently have it in the code for our user interface. However, this 
code is looking at the player’s inventory. So it makes sense to move it to the Player class.

In your Player class, press enter twice right after the closing curly brace of the Player con-
structor. Then type in the code below. We'll modify the SuperAdventure.cs in a moment.

public bool HasRequiredItemToEnterThisLocation(Location location)
{
    if(location.ItemRequiredToEnter == null)
    {
        // There is no required item for this location, so return 
           "true"
        return true;
    }
 
    // See if the player has the required item in their inventory
    foreach(InventoryItem ii in Inventory)
    {
        if(ii.Details.ID == location.ItemRequiredToEnter.ID)
        {
            // We found the required item, so return "true"
            return true;
        }
    }
 
    // We didn't find the required item in their inventory, so return 
       "false"
    return false;
}

In this function, we pass in the location and see if the player can move there – either because 
there is no required item, or because they have the required item in their inventory.

This new HasRequiredItemToMoveToThisLocation() function is 20 lines long. It does one thing, 
and is small enough that it’s very easy to understand. If we ever want to change this logic, 
we’ll be able to do it in this one place.

For example, you might want to change the game to also have a minimum level require-
ment for a player to enter certain locations. You can go to this function and easily make the 
change, instead of digging through the 300 line function.

NOTE:
When I'm refer-
ring to line num-
bers on this page 
and those follow-
ing, I'm referring 
to line positions 
as they are in 
lesson 16. This 
way, if your line 
numbers don't 
exactly match, 
you'll be able to 
find the exact 
piece of code I'm 
talking about.
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Now that we have the function in the Player class, we can clean up the SuperAdventure 
class. Go to the SuperAdventure class and replace lines 57 through 78 with this code:

// Does the location have any required items
if(!_player.HasRequiredItemToEnterThisLocation(newLocation))
{
    rtbMessages.Text += "You must have a " + 
  newLocation.ItemRequiredToEnter.Name + 
  " to enter this location." + Environment.NewLine;
    return;
}

We just replaced 20 lines of code with 6, and made this function a little easier to read and 
understand. That’s what refactoring is all about.

Now we’ll move the code that checks if the player already has a quest, and if they’ve com-
pleted it, to the Player class. Switch back to the Player class and make some room after 
the HasRequiredItemToMoveToThisLocation() method's closing curly brace. Then type in this 
code:

public bool HasThisQuest(Quest quest)
{
    foreach(PlayerQuest playerQuest in Quests)
    {
        if(playerQuest.Details.ID == quest.ID)
        {
            return true;
        }
    }
 
    return false;
}
 
public bool CompletedThisQuest(Quest quest)
{
    foreach(PlayerQuest playerQuest in Quests)
    {
        if(playerQuest.Details.ID == quest.ID)
        {
            return playerQuest.IsCompleted;
        }
    }
 
    return false;
}
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In the SuperAdventure.cs class, delete lines 102 through 117 and replace them with these 
calls to the player object. We are calling the last two methods we've just added to the Player 
class.

// See if the player already has the quest, and if they've
   completed it
bool playerAlreadyHasQuest = 
 _player.HasThisQuest(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere);
bool playerAlreadyCompletedQuest = 
 _player.CompletedThisQuest(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere);

Now, let’s move the code that checks if the player has all the quest completion items in their 
inventory, and enough of them. Continue in the Player class and write this code:

public bool HasAllQuestCompletionItems(Quest quest)
{
    // See if the player has all the items needed 
       to complete the quest here
    foreach(QuestCompletionItem qci in quest.QuestCompletionItems)
    {
        bool foundItemInPlayersInventory = false;
 
        // Check each item in the player's inventory, 
           to see if they have it, and enough of it
        foreach(InventoryItem ii in Inventory)
        {
            // The player has the item in their inventory
            if(ii.Details.ID == qci.Details.ID)
            {
                foundItemInPlayersInventory = true;
                // The player does not have enough of this item
                to complete the quest
                if(ii.Quantity < qci.Quantity)
                {
                    return false;
                }
            }
        }
 
        // The player does not have any of this quest
           completion item in their inventory
        if(!foundItemInPlayersInventory)
        {
            return false;
        }
    }
 
    // If we got here, then the player must have all the required         
       items, and enough of them, to complete the quest.
    return true;
}
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Go back to the SuperAdventure.cs and delete lines 125 through 163. In their place, type in 
this code:

// See if the player has all the items needed to complete the quest
bool playerHasAllItemsToCompleteQuest = 
_player.HasAllQuestCompletionItems(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere);

We can also move the code that removes the quest completion items from the player’s in-
ventory into the Player class. We continue in the Player class:

public void RemoveQuestCompletionItems(Quest quest)
{
    foreach(QuestCompletionItem qci in quest.QuestCompletionItems)
    {
        foreach(InventoryItem ii in Inventory)
        {
            if(ii.Details.ID == qci.Details.ID)
            {
                // Subtract the quantity from the player's inventory 
                   that was needed to complete the quest
                ii.Quantity -= qci.Quantity;
                break;
            }
        }
    }
}

Then go back to SuperAdventure.cs and remove lines 172 through 184, and replace them 
with this:

// Remove quest items from inventory
_player.RemoveQuestCompletionItems(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere);

We can also move the code that adds the reward item to the player’s inventory into the 
Player class:

public void AddItemToInventory(Item itemToAdd)
{
    foreach(InventoryItem ii in Inventory)
    {
        if(ii.Details.ID == itemToAdd.ID)
        {
            // They have the item in their inventory, so increase 
               the quantity by one
            ii.Quantity++;
 
            return; // We added the item, and are done, so get out 
                       of this function
        }
    }
    // They didn't have the item, so add it to their inventory, 
       with a quantity of 1
    Inventory.Add(new InventoryItem(itemToAdd, 1));
}
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In SuperAdventure.cs, replace lines 196 through 210 with this:

// Add the reward item to the player’s inventory
_player.AddItemToInventory(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere.RewardItem);

The last thing we'll move into the Player class, is the code that marks a quest as completed. 
Back in the Player class, add this code:

public void MarkQuestCompleted(Quest quest)
{
    // Find the quest in the player's quest list
    foreach(PlayerQuest pq in Quests)
    {
        if(pq.Details.ID == quest.ID)
        {
            // Mark it as completed
            pq.IsCompleted = true;
 
            // We found the quest, and marked it complete, so get 
               out of this function
            return;         
        }
    }
}

In SuperAdventure.cs, delete lines 218 through 229 and add this line of code:

// Mark the quest as completed
_player.MarkQuestCompleted(newLocation.QuestAvailableHere);

In the rest of the function, we have some code that updates the ComboBoxes and DataGrid-
Views, since the player’s inventory may have changed because of completing a quest. 

We'll keep this code in SuperAdventure.cs, but put it in separate functions for better read-
ability.
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In SuperAdventure.cs, place your cursor behind the closing curly brace of the MoveTo func-
tion and make some room for new code. Create these new functions:

Update inventory list in UI (user interface)

private void UpdateInventoryListInUI()
{
    dgvInventory.RowHeadersVisible = false;
 
    dgvInventory.ColumnCount = 2;
    dgvInventory.Columns[0].Name = "Name";
    dgvInventory.Columns[0].Width = 197;
    dgvInventory.Columns[1].Name = "Quantity";
 
    dgvInventory.Rows.Clear();
 
    foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
    {
        if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
        {
            dgvInventory.Rows.Add(new[] { 
                inventoryItem.Details.Name, 
                inventoryItem.Quantity.ToString() });
        }
    }
}

Update quest list in UI

private void UpdateQuestListInUI()
{
    dgvQuests.RowHeadersVisible = false;
 
    dgvQuests.ColumnCount = 2;
    dgvQuests.Columns[0].Name = "Name";
    dgvQuests.Columns[0].Width = 197;
    dgvQuests.Columns[1].Name = "Done?";
 
    dgvQuests.Rows.Clear();
 
    foreach(PlayerQuest playerQuest in _player.Quests)
    {
        dgvQuests.Rows.Add(new[] { 
            playerQuest.Details.Name, 
            playerQuest.IsCompleted.ToString() });
    }
}
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Update weapon list in UI

private void UpdateWeaponListInUI()
{
    List<Weapon> weapons = new List<Weapon>();
 
    foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
    {
        if(inventoryItem.Details is Weapon)
        {
            if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
            {
                weapons.Add((Weapon)inventoryItem.Details);
            }
        }
    }
 
    if(weapons.Count == 0)
    {
        // The player doesn't have any weapons, so hide the weapon 
           combobox and "Use" button
        cboWeapons.Visible = false;
        btnUseWeapon.Visible = false;
    }
    else
    {
        cboWeapons.DataSource = weapons;
        cboWeapons.DisplayMember = "Name";
        cboWeapons.ValueMember = "ID";
 
        cboWeapons.SelectedIndex = 0;
    }
}
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Update potion list in UI

private void UpdatePotionListInUI()
{
    List<HealingPotion> healingPotions = new List<HealingPotion>();
 
    foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in _player.Inventory)
    {
        if(inventoryItem.Details is HealingPotion)
        {
            if(inventoryItem.Quantity > 0)
            {
                healingPotions.Add(
                    (HealingPotion)inventoryItem.Details);
            }
        }
    }
 
    if(healingPotions.Count == 0)
    {
        // The player doesn't have any potions, so hide the potion 
           combobox and "Use" button
        cboPotions.Visible = false;
        btnUsePotion.Visible = false;
    }
    else
    {
        cboPotions.DataSource = healingPotions;
        cboPotions.DisplayMember = "Name";
        cboPotions.ValueMember = "ID";
 
        cboPotions.SelectedIndex = 0;
    }
}

Our UI update code is now inside separate functions (methods) that are outside the MoveTo 
function. It's time we got rid of the UI update code that is still in the MoveTo function, and 
called these new functions from inside the MoveTo function. So, go ahead and delete the 
code from line 290 through 379, and replace it with this (you'll notice the comments are the 
same):

// Refresh player's inventory list
UpdateInventoryListInUI();
 
// Refresh player's quest list
UpdateQuestListInUI();
 
// Refresh player's weapons combobox
UpdateWeaponListInUI();
 
// Refresh player's potions combobox
UpdatePotionListInUI();
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Is the function simpler now?
Before, the MoveTo() function was over 300 lines long. Now, it’s 140. It’s still long, but it’s 
much easier to read (and understand) now.

We’ve also moved a lot of the “logic” code out of the user interface class – which is a good 
thing. The code in the user interface class should only be used to handle receiving input 
from the user, and displaying output. It shouldn’t have a lot of logic in it.

Now we have more of the game logic in the Engine project, where it belongs. We could do 
more refactoring on this function, but I think this is a good place to stop for now.

If you’re interested in going further, I suggest you look at .Net’s LINQ. You can use it to make 
the new functions in the Player class even smaller, and more concise. But LINQ is a whole 
other thing to learn, and I won’t be showing it in these starter tutorials.

Summary
Refactoring doesn’t change what a program does, it only cleans up the exist-
ing code, so it’s simpler to understand and work with.

We often do that by finding pieces of a function that can be moved to their 
own function. Then we have the original function call these new, smaller 
functions. The smaller functions are easier to understand, since they aren’t 
buried in a huge function. And the big function is easier to read, since it is 
shorter and more concise.
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Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î Nothing new. We’re just finishing the program, using the same things you learned 
in the previous lessons

Now we’ll write the functions the player will use when fighting monsters.

We have two things they can do (besides click on one of the direction buttons, to run away 
from the battle): use a weapon on the monster or use a healing potion on themselves – if 
they have one in their inventory. Here is the pseudo-code for the two functions:

Use a weapon function
 n Get the currently selected weapon from the cboWeapons ComboBox
 n Determine the amount of damage the player does to the monster
 n Apply the damage to the monster’s CurrentHitPoints

 o Display message
 n If the monster is dead (zero hit points remaining)

 o Display a victory message
 o Give player experience points for killing the monster

 p Display message
 o Give player gold for killing the monster

 p Display message
 o Get loot items from the monster

 p Display message for each loot item
 p Add item to player’s inventory

 o Refresh player data on UI
 p Gold and ExperiencePoints
 p Inventory list and ComboBoxes

 o “Move” player to current location
 p This will heal the player and create a new monster

 n If the monster is still alive
 o Determine the amount of damage the monster does to the player
 o Display message
 o Subtract damage from player’s CurrentHitPoints

 p Refresh player data in UI
 o If player is dead (zero hit points remaining)

 p Display message
 p Move player to “Home” location

16.2 Functions to use weapons and potions
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Use a potion function
 n Get currently selected potion from cboPotions ComboBox
 n Add healing amount to player’s CurrentHitPoints

 o CurrentHitPoints cannot exceed player’s MaximumHitPoints
 n Remove the potion from the player’s inventory
 n Display message
 n Monster gets their turn to attack

 o Determine the amount of damage the monster does to the player
 o Display message
 o Subtract damage from player’s CurrentHitPoints

 p Refresh player data in UI
 o If player is dead (zero hit points remaining)

 p Display message
 p Move player to “Home” location

 n Refresh player data in UI

These are much simpler functions than the MoveTo() function.

We’ll be able to use some of the smaller functions we created during the refactoring lesson 
– for example, the AddItemToInventory() function, from the Player class, if the player defeats 
the monster and receives loot items.

Adding functions for monster battles
S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   Right-click on the SuperAdventure.cs form in the SuperAdventure project, to start 
working with the code for the UI.

S T E P  3   In SuperAdventure.cs navigate to the btnUseWeapon_Click function and place the 
cursor on the empty line between the curly braces of the function. 

If you can't find btnUseWeapon_Click, double click SuperAdventure.cs in the Solution Ex-
plorer to get to the form editor, and then double click the top Use button.

S T E P  4   Copy the code for the btnUseWeapon_Click function on the next few pages inbe-
tween the curly braces.

S T E P  5   Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the btnUsePotion_Click function.
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continued on next page

btnUseWeapon_Click 1/3

        private void btnUseWeapon_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            // Get the currently selected weapon from the cboWeapons ComboBox
            Weapon currentWeapon = (Weapon)cboWeapons.SelectedItem;
 
            // Determine the amount of damage to do to the monster
            int damageToMonster = RandomNumberGenerator.NumberBetween(
                currentWeapon.MinimumDamage, currentWeapon.MaximumDamage);
 
            // Apply the damage to the monster's CurrentHitPoints
            _currentMonster.CurrentHitPoints -= damageToMonster;
 
            // Display message
            rtbMessages.Text += "You hit the " + _currentMonster.Name + " for " + 
                damageToMonster.ToString() + " points." + Environment.NewLine;
 
            // Check if the monster is dead
            if(_currentMonster.CurrentHitPoints <= 0)
            {
                // Monster is dead
                rtbMessages.Text += Environment.NewLine;
                rtbMessages.Text += "You defeated the " + _currentMonster.Name + 
                    Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Give player experience points for killing the monster
                _player.ExperiencePoints += _currentMonster.RewardExperiencePoints;
                rtbMessages.Text += "You receive " + 
                    _currentMonster.RewardExperiencePoints.ToString() + 
                    " experience points" + Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Give player gold for killing the monster 
                _player.Gold += _currentMonster.RewardGold;
                rtbMessages.Text += "You receive " + 
                    _currentMonster.RewardGold.ToString() + " gold" + Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Get random loot items from the monster
                List<InventoryItem> lootedItems = new List<InventoryItem>();
 
                // Add items to the lootedItems list, comparing a random number to the drop 
                   percentage
                foreach(LootItem lootItem in _currentMonster.LootTable)
                {
                    if(RandomNumberGenerator.NumberBetween(1, 100) <= 
                        lootItem.DropPercentage)
                    {
                        lootedItems.Add(new InventoryItem(lootItem.Details, 1));
                    }
                }
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                // If no items were randomly selected, then add the default loot item(s).
                if(lootedItems.Count == 0)
                {
                    foreach(LootItem lootItem in _currentMonster.LootTable)
                    {
                        if(lootItem.IsDefaultItem)
                        {
                            lootedItems.Add(new InventoryItem(lootItem.Details, 1));
                        }
                    }
                }
 
                // Add the looted items to the player's inventory
                foreach(InventoryItem inventoryItem in lootedItems)
                {
                    _player.AddItemToInventory(inventoryItem.Details);
 
                    if(inventoryItem.Quantity == 1)
                    {
                        rtbMessages.Text += "You loot " + 
                            inventoryItem.Quantity.ToString() + " " + 
                            inventoryItem.Details.Name +Environment.NewLine;
                    }
                    else
                    {
                        rtbMessages.Text += "You loot " + 
                            inventoryItem.Quantity.ToString() + " " + 
                            inventoryItem.Details.NamePlural + Environment.NewLine;
                    }
                }

                // Refresh player information and inventory controls
                lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
                lblGold.Text = _player.Gold.ToString();
                lblExperience.Text = _player.ExperiencePoints.ToString();
                lblLevel.Text = _player.Level.ToString();
 
                UpdateInventoryListInUI();
                UpdateWeaponListInUI();
                UpdatePotionListInUI();
 
                // Add a blank line to the messages box, just for appearance.
                rtbMessages.Text += Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Move player to current location (to heal player and create a 
                   new monster to fight)
                MoveTo(_player.CurrentLocation);
            }
            else
            {
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                // Monster is still alive
 
                // Determine the amount of damage the monster does to the player
                int damageToPlayer = 
                    RandomNumberGenerator.NumberBetween(0, _currentMonster.MaximumDamage);
 
                // Display message
                rtbMessages.Text += "The " + _currentMonster.Name + " did " + 
                    damageToPlayer.ToString() + " points of damage." + Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Subtract damage from player
                _player.CurrentHitPoints -= damageToPlayer;
 
                // Refresh player data in UI
                lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
 
                if(_player.CurrentHitPoints <= 0)
                {
                    // Display message
                    rtbMessages.Text += "The " + _currentMonster.Name + " killed you." + 
                        Environment.NewLine;
 
                    // Move player to "Home"
                    MoveTo(World.LocationByID(World.LOCATION_ID_HOME));
                }
            }
        }



btnUsePotion_Click 

        private void btnUsePotion_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            // Get the currently selected potion from the combobox
            HealingPotion potion = (HealingPotion)cboPotions.SelectedItem;
 
            // Add healing amount to the player's current hit points
            _player.CurrentHitPoints = (_player.CurrentHitPoints + potion.AmountToHeal);
 
            // CurrentHitPoints cannot exceed player's MaximumHitPoints
            if(_player.CurrentHitPoints > _player.MaximumHitPoints)
            {
                _player.CurrentHitPoints = _player.MaximumHitPoints;
            }
 
            // Remove the potion from the player's inventory
            foreach(InventoryItem ii in _player.Inventory)
            {
                if(ii.Details.ID == potion.ID)
                {
                    ii.Quantity--;
                    break;
                }
            }
 
            // Display message
            rtbMessages.Text += "You drink a " + potion.Name + Environment.NewLine;
 
            // Monster gets their turn to attack
 
            // Determine the amount of damage the monster does to the player
            int damageToPlayer = 
                RandomNumberGenerator.NumberBetween(0, _currentMonster.MaximumDamage);
 
            // Display message
            rtbMessages.Text += "The " + _currentMonster.Name + " did " + 
                damageToPlayer.ToString() + " points of damage." + Environment.NewLine;
 
            // Subtract damage from player
            _player.CurrentHitPoints -= damageToPlayer;
 
            if(_player.CurrentHitPoints <= 0)
            {
                // Display message
                rtbMessages.Text += "The " + _currentMonster.Name + " killed you." + 
                    Environment.NewLine;
 
                // Move player to "Home"
                MoveTo(World.LocationByID(World.LOCATION_ID_HOME));
            }
 
            // Refresh player data in UI
            lblHitPoints.Text = _player.CurrentHitPoints.ToString();
            UpdateInventoryListInUI();
            UpdatePotionListInUI();
        }



There isn’t really anything new in these two functions. Just more IFs and FOREACHs to han-
dle the player’s actions in battle.

Summary
Now you have a working game. The player can move around in the world, 
get quests, battle monsters, receive loot, and complete quests.

These new functions could use some refactoring, since they are long and do 
several things. I’ll leave that to you to figure out what refactoring you’d do.
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17 Running the game on another computer

Lesson objectives
At the end of this lesson, you will know...

 Î How to move your game to another computer, and run it without Visual Studio

Right now, you have to start Visual Studio and load your solution before you can play the 
game. But if you want to share your program with someone else, you don’t want to make 
them install Visual Studio.

So, now we’ll build a version that you can copy to a CD/DVD/thumb drive/etc. and share 
with your friends and family.

Visual Studio has a nice installation package creation project, but it gets a little complex. So, 
we’re going to use the “quick and dirty” method, for now.

Building the program for another computer
The first thing you want to do is build the program in Release mode. So far, we’ve used 
Debug mode, which can be useful while writing the program. Debug mode lets you take a 
look into the program while it’s running, in case you have a problem and aren’t sure where 
it’s happening.

But when you’re done writing your program, and are ready to “release it”, you want to use 
Release mode. Then, you just need to copy the program’s files to a computer that has the 
correct .Net Framework installed, and you can run it there.

S T E P  1   Start Visual Studio, and open the solution.

S T E P  2   In the menu, to the right of the “Start”, there is a dropdown that probably says “De-
bug” right now (that’s the default value). Change it to “Release”.

S T E P  3   From the menu, click on “Build”, then “Build Solution”. This will create the executable 
files – the ones needed to run your program.

Check the “Output” box, in the bottom middle of Visual Studio. It will tell you when it’s done 
building the program, along with where it was built.

S T E P  4   Open up Windows Explorer and get to the folder where the executable file was cre-
ated. You’ll see the file there, along with some other ones. You don’t need all of them, but it 
won’t hurt to have the extra files. So, we’ll copy all of them to our new location.

In this case, I just created a new folder named “Games”, with a sub-folder under it named 
“SuperAdventure”. You can name your folder whatever you want. Then, paste the files into 
this folder.

S T E P  5   To make this easier to run, create a desktop shortcut for the SuperAdventure.exe 
file. That’s the executable, the file to run the game. Now, you can double-click on the short-
cut on the desktop and start playing your game.
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Summary
Now you can copy your program to another computer (assuming they’ve 
been running Windows Update, and have the same version of the .Net 
Framework you used when you made the program.

If you learn how to create a Windows Installer project, you can end up with a 
single program someone can use to install your program on their computer. 
If their computer is missing anything, or doesn’t have the correct version of 
the .Net Framework, the installer program will fix that for them.

There are also some more complex installations for different types of pro-
jects – ones that use a database, or are run as a website.

But, now you know how to copy this game over to your friend or family mem-
ber’s computer, so they can see the program you created and play the game.
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Congratulations!

You finished with the lessons, and have a working game!

Plus, you’ve learned many of the most common things you need to write more C# programs.

There is still plenty more to learn, if you decide to get serious about programming. I’ve been 
programming for over 30 years, and learn something new every week.

Expanding the game
The easiest thing for you to do is to make a bigger world, with more locations, quests, mon-
sters, and items. 

Draw a map of your larger world, and modify the World class to include these new locations. 
Create more monsters and quests. Add more powerful weapons, so the player can defeat 
the giant spider.

Ideas for new features
This is a very simple RPG, and there is a lot you can do to expand it.

Here are a few ideas:

 z Save the player’s current game to disk, and re-load it later

 z As the player gains experience, increase their level

 z Increase MaximumHitPoints with each new level

 z Add a minimum level requirement for some items

 z Add a minimum level requirement for some locations

 z Add randomization to battles

 z Determine if the player hits the monster

 z Determine if the monster hits the player

 z Add player attributes (strength, dexterity, etc.)

 z Use attributes in battle: who attacks first, amount of damage, etc.

 z Add armor and jewelry

 z Makes it more difficult for the monster to hit the player

 z Has special benefits: increased chance to hit, increased damage, etc.

 z Add crafting skills the player can acquire

 z Add crafting recipes the player use

 z Require the appropriate skill

 z Requires components (inventory items)

18 Future enhancements for the game
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 z Make some quests repeatable

 z Make quest chains (player must complete “Quest A” before they can receive “Quest 
B”)

 z Add magic scrolls

 z Add spells

 z Level requirements for the spells

 z Spells require components to cast (maybe?)

 z Add more potions

 z More powerful healing potions

 z Potions to improve player’s “to hit” chances, or damage

 z Add poisons to use in battle

 z Add pets

 z Help the player in battle by attacking opponents

 z Help the player in battle by healing the player

 z Add stores/vendors

 z Player can sell useless items and buy new equipment, scrolls, potions, poisons, 
and crafting/spell components

There are also more programming techniques you can learn to make the program a little 
cleaner.

 z LINQ, when searching lists

 z Events/delegates, to handle communication between the “logic” project and the UI 
project – which will let you move more logic code out of the UI project

 z BindingList, so you don’t have to repeatedly repopulate the DataGridViews and Com-
boBox in the UI
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Version control
If you’re going to make more changes, or write more programs, you really should learn how 
to use a version control tool.

You can create a backup copy of your program by copying the solution folder to a new loca-
tion before making your change. But version control software is a better solution.

It will let you keep track of all the changes you ever make to your program. This is extremely 
helpful when you make some changes that don’t work, and want to go back to the old, 
working version.

I use TortoiseSVN (Subversion; tortoisesvn.net) and VisualSVN (a Visual Studio plug-in that 
works with TortoiseSVN; visualsvn.com).

Git is another popular version control tool (git-scm.com). Many programmers use a web-
based version of it at GitHub (github.com).

Version control tools usually take a little while to set up, and to figure out how to use. But 
once you have one in place, and you learn the basics, using it will become a habit that doesn’t 
require any time or thought. And the first time you need to go back to a previous version, 
you’ll thank yourself that you used version control.

Summary
Now that you have the basic game, you can expand it.

Hopefully you enjoyed these lessons, and learned some new things.

Please let me know if you have any questions about anything that wasn’t 
clear in the lessons, if you want to see some other features in the game, or if 
you want to learn some other aspects of programming in C#.
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